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ABSTRACT

the name of karl G maeser will long be remembered
among the people of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints because of his influence on the present system of
education within the church his ability as a teacher of all
ages and his gift for organization were the two characteristics which contributed to his success as an educator he
was a humble man

he devoted his

life to this calling

in meissen saxony germany on january
16 1828 and he spent the early part of his life in school
he was married in his early manhood to the daughter of his

karl

was born

former principal

teacher began in the first
district school in dresden from which he moved to the vice
He ustadt dresden
directorship of the budich institute at neustadt
at this time the gospel came to him and the incidents surrounding his investigation of and conversion to the doctrines

his

work as a

of mormonism are remarkable

sacrificing all his worldly interests this new convert and his family left their native land to join the saints
to utah brother maeser fulfilled two
missions first in england and then among the people in the
southern states these years of toil and privation were a
period of trial to the new converts
in 1860 brother maeser and his family arrived in utah

in zion

on

his

way

2

he began his labors as a teacher

in zion in the fifteenth ward
in salt lake city many were his disadvantages chiefly his
inability to speak the english tongue and the resistance
which he met as he attempted to introduce his pedagogical
methods into the easy going system of education that had been
developed in this pioneer country
he taught in the private school of president brigham
young until he was called to serve a two year mission in his
native land after his return he resumed his teachings at
the twentieth ward seminary and was also invited to organize
a normal department in the university of deseret
he was called by president brigham young to pioneer
were to be taught under the
school in which all subjects werg
inspiration of the spirit of the lord he was the sole
teacher for the first term of his administration the policy

a

curriculum and over
overall
all program of the brigham young academy
were results of his planning
the philosophy of education

that the school and the fireside
should be considered together that all secular knowledge
should be influenced by religious teaching and that honor
and corresponding virtues should be paramount in the daily

developed declared
which he developed

conduct of the school program

period of sixteen years as teacher administrator and father of the brigham young academy he was

following

a

3

called

to be general superintendent of

the remainder of his

life

movement

and the

man

establishment

introduction of the

in the church

gram have come the seminaries and

he died a poor

church schools

was devoted to the

of academies and seminaries

religion class

all

from the

institutes

latter

pro-

of the church

from the standpoint of things

sincere expressions
he
of gratitude paid them by those with whom they labored
was busily engaged in the routine of his office the day
preceding his death and so was fulfilled the desire of his
of the world

heart that

he

but few

men have had more

might die in the harness
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CHAPTER 1

HIS EARLY LIFE
LIPE

rather lose my right arm than break my word
no man shall be more exacting of me or my conof honor
111
ttl these sayings of kani
am
1
myself
duct than I
kari
karl G maeser
were more to him than mere statements
they were rules which
he set up to guide the conduct of his own life and to influence the lives of others for good
to fully appreciate this man and his contributions
it is necessary to know something of his background and early
saxony
16
1828
was
january
meissen
at
he
born
life
germany the eldest of four sons
the maeser family had for
2
many years been the dominant family ofmeissen
melssen
of meissen
karls
father john gottfried maeser was a painter of china and a
man of considerable prominence in meissen
he had his own
1

pew

I

would

in the church and

when he went down

the aisle everyone

an
1n
N L nelson
Mae sers legacy to church schools
maesers
dr maeyers
p 14
brigham young university quarterly february 1906
maesers came origin21t was karls opinion that the maeyers
mrs eva maeser crandall
ally from czechoslovakia recently maeser
who is the only living child of dr
received a letter
maeser of starnberg
sharnberg
St
arnberg
dated may 24 1948 from heinz herbert maesen
germany in which he informed her that there is a farm in
been known as the maeser farm for more than
austria which hasmaeyers
600 years
the maesers who lived in austria were staunch
however at the time of the reformation two famcatholics maeyers
ilies of the maesers left austria and moved to the vicinity of
germany
saxony
eaissen
melssen
meissen
oissen

it

2

would say

here comes

herr maeser

here comes

herr maeser

3

germany
and
very
of
with
the
elite
associated
therefore
karl
was reared in an environment of culture and refinement
refinements
was
was
appearance
he
about
striking
physical
earls
earis
karl
earl
eari
karls
five feet ten inches tail
tall
taii
tali he was erect in stature firm in
step unhesitating in movement his head was well poised his
eye penetrating his voice clear and ringing his utterances
decisive when rebuking wrong his words out to the quick
flauding the good his sentences were sweet tones of the
when lauding
n4
na
heart
kazis
karis
karls
kars education was broad and varied and included
the study of several languages music and art As a boy he
attended a parochial school and participated in many of the
pranks that are typical of boys at one time he and his school
chum and life long friend edward Soho
scho
schoenfeld
enfeld had a strict
teacher who smoked a long pipe and had a pair of slippers
which he put on to relax after teaching
these boys filled
his pipe with ashes and nailed his slippers to the floor
5
however karl was of a
then they hid to see him storm
audious
tudious nature his son reinhard wrote indeed so earnest

february

ei

3statement
Cran
statement by evaa maeser oran
crandall
crandail
dail personal interview
18

1950

4reinhard
reinhard maeser karl

maeser

brigham young university 1928 p 9
5statement
statement by eva maeser grandall
crandall

february

18

1950

provo utah

personal interview

MAESER
KARL GOTTFBIED
GOTTFRIED MAESEB

4

in applying himself to his books that at eleven years
of age he became totally blind fortunately this condition
lasted for only eight months when his sight was suddenly re6
stored
following his attendance at the parochial and private
school he was admitted in the gymnasium kreuz schule at
dresden where he studied for two years and then he attended
the normal school at Fredrich
fredrichstadt
fr
edrichstadt
edrich stadt he was graduated from the
latter with high honors these schools were all very exacting
of their students karls daughter eva related the followscors
ssors
profe
professors
ing incident which shows the strictness of the prore
with the students

was he

heard my father tell how strict they were and
how exacting they were in german schools particularly in
giving examinations there were four really outstanding
students when he graduated and he was one of them but
there was one student that was far more outstanding in
his work than any of them when they took their final
examinations they came upon one technical point that this
outstanding student could not answer and they dropped him
from this group of four
that training had its part in
making father a sort of perfectionist in everything that
he
when he did a thing it must be done right
he did
sweeps the corners
roomp
roon
roome sweepe
would say when you sweep a room
sweep7
n
you
a
when
boot
the
shen
heels
black
black
shortly after graduation he gained a position in the
city schools of dresden his first experience in teaching
with this
he was at that time but twenty years of age
1I have

6maesex
maeser

karl

G

maeser

p

11

7statement
statement by eva maeser crandall

february

18

1950

personal interview

5

experience as

he went on an

a background

itinerary into

bohemia where he served as a private tutor for three years
when he returned to germany he accepted a position as pro-

first district

school and eighteen months
later was appointed vice director of the budich institute
enanuel mieth director of
neustadt dresden herr benjamin emanuel
8
was
sup
superior
exior
his
the institute
the following experience in the life of karls
kacis
karis
kars father
impression on karls professional career
made a profound iapession
E S hinckley a student of dr maeser was called to his
home and asked if he would consider an offer to teach at a

fessor in the

but before leaving
the maeser home karl gave him the benefit of some wise counsel he had received in his early life stated hinckley
after he had graciously accepted my refusal my
a garden
attention was attracted to a beautiful painting name
scene adorning his wails
walis 1I asked the artiste
walls
artists
he reverently arose led me nearer to the picture and
said brother hinckley by this picture hangs a life
tragedy my father john gottfried maeser was a student
in a splendid school of art he had felt the inspiration
mii
milton
of Mil
tons great courage when he said I care not how
school in idaho

he declined the offer

1T

late

1I come

into

life

so 1I come equipped

T

with his wife and family of small children close to
the bread line he vigorously prosecuted his daily work
in that inspiring institution there he early painted

this picture
8maeser
maeser

karl

maeser

p

11

6
W

courtesy dr

birthplace
meissen

earl

KABL G
OF KARL

MAESER

saxony germany

T

earl pardoe

T

1I

7

wock
work from this school was placed on
the best of the wor
public exhibition this picture was one of the few
pieces there it attracted the attention of a great
china manufacturer who asked for the artist and was
introduced to john Ggottfried
ottfried maeser
the manufacturer offered him a flattering price to
enter his employ and paint china he refused shortly
a second and more alluring offer was made and as promptly
refused after due consideration the manufacturer made
a third offer for his talent genius with a material
increase in compensation poverty was staring the young
an over
man in the face
burdened wife and under
privileged
underprivileged
overburdened
children loomed before his mind and in a moment anguish
he yielded to the temptation and practically sold his
birthright for a mess of pottage
years later when his son karl G was passing
through a similar experience his father led him before
that painting and said karl if it had not been for
this temporary touch of success the creations of my
mind and brush might have adorned the great art galleries
ay name might have been written with
of the world and my
the great artista
artists7 of my time but karl 1I painted for

bread too soon

karl
kari

had decided

that

he would not

interest himself in

there were so many things he wanted to accomplish
so many heights he wanted to scale and he felt that he could
much better unencumbered by a family
aach
reach his goals mach
his
position at the school made it necessary for him
hin
hla frequently
hia
to call at the home of the director of the institute to plan
and here he
and discuss matters pertaining to the school
met the directors
director family and the fine hospitality for which
they were noted was cordially extended to the young man but
very soon it was not just school matters that led this young
marriage

9ibid
bibid
bid

pp
ap

12
13
1213

8

man
nan
mans
nans

feet

frequently to their door but a growing interest
in the directors
ls oldest daughter anna both families were
Director
delighted with this marriage
carriage this fine young man with so
oce
unfolding
ore him and this lovely young
olding bef
bea
before
inf
brilliant a future unf
woman of culture and refinement were married june 11 1854 10
the wedding was one of considerable importance as the bride
and groom were members of some of the most prominent families
in saxony
lor
foc
for one year this couple continued in the agreeable
life of college people the year 1855 brought new experiences
experiences which were to change the course of their future
life and which would take them away from their home land
they welcomed their first child a son whom they named reinhard
beinhard
on march 19 1855
also in this same year a missionary representing the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
came to live with them and to teach them the gospel of jesus
christ in describing those things which preceded the iatter
latten
latter
so

event dr maeser wrote
ilice
like most of my fellow teachers in germany had
ilke
ilee
become imbued with the scepticism that characterizes to
a large extent the tendency of modern higher education
but 1I was realizing at the same time the unsatisfactory
condition of a mind that has nothing to rely on but th
the
ever changing propositions of speculative philosophy 11
1I

10 statement by mabel maeser

february 1950

i

11 dr

improvement
jaRro
vement

tanner personal interview

karl
kari G maeser how 1I became
pp 23
era iii1899pp
1899 ap
24
2324
III
iii1899

a mormon

y

9

great admiration for the courage of martin
luther and for the sincerity that he displayed but he looked
upon his work as an initiatory one and he felt that luther and
the other monks had failed to realize the full mission of the
reformation it seemed to him that the only strength of
protestantism was the fact that it took a negative position
regarding the catholic church in the positive doctrines
which these many sects advocated there was so much disagreement that they appeared to be interested only in their own
men
nen
neo
cause and not in the knowledge of truth in commenting on
his feelings at this time he stated
these ideas illustrate in the main my views on
religious subjects at that time and are explanatory
of the fact that scepticism had undermined the religious
he had

impressions of

childhood days and why infidelity
modern name as agnosticism was

my

its
exercising its disintegrating influence upon me
in that dark period of my life when 1I was searching
among the
philosofor a
now known by

foothold
political
politi
oali social
phical and religious opinions of the world my attention
mormons
was called to a pamphlet on the cormons
Mor mons
written by
a man named busch
the author wrote in a spirit of
opposition to that strange people but his very illogical
deductions and sarcastic invectives aroused my curiosity
and an irresistible desire to know more about the subject
of the authors animadversion caused me to make permormons
Mor mons
inquiries concerning it there were no cormons
sistent
in saxony at that time but as 1I accidently found in
an illustrated paper they had a mission in denmark
through an agent 1I obtained the address of elder van
cott then president of the scandinavian mission 12
12

ibid

p

24

10

dr maeser wrote a letter to eidex
elder
eidet van cott the
answer he received from van
tan cott stated that neither he nor

his secretary were able to understand much german and referred
him to elder daniel tyler president of the swiss and german
13
geneva
he then wrote to elder tyler i
mission at
twelve years later brother maeser was attending a
meeting of the belief
relief society at beaver city utah brother
daniel tyler related during that meeting the things which
had taken place when the letter was received by him from dr
maeser making inquiry regarding the teachings of the church
maeser
of jesus christ of latter day saints brother Mae
sers
account of what took place reads as follows
when my letter arrived at geneva headquarters of
the mission one of the traveling elders suggested to
president tyler to have nothing to do with the writer
of the letter but to send it back without an answer
as it was most likely only a trick of the german police
to catch our possible connections in that country
president oyier
tyler declared that as the letter was impresstyier
ing him quite differently he would send it back as
suggested but that it would come back again with more
added to
the lord was with the writer thus 1I
if
got my letter back without any explanation or signature
only in a new envelope addressed to me 1I felt insulted
and sent it with a few words of inquiries about this
strange procedure to elder van cott at copenhagen
by return mail 1I received an apology from president
van cott stating that there must be a mistake somehe had
where as elder tyler was a good and wise man
however sent my letter again to geneva with an en
worsement
dor sement
dorsement
this led to a long correspondence between
elder tyler and myself pamphlets and some books were
forwarded to me having some conceited notions in those

it

131
131bid
iolibid
loi
bid

p

24

11

illiteracy

or religious
publications had no other
doctrines
was
of
offect
feet upon me than to convince me that mormonism
affect
1I thelpfore
a much bigger thing than 1I had anticipated
therefore
expressed a desire for having an elder sent to me 14
days about

and no
correspondence and

faith in bible

14

writing of this event said
brother tyler did send us a few pamphlets miserably translated by somebody who did not belong to the church no
edward schoenfeld in

doubt 15

president Frank
franklind
ilni
lini D richards then president of the
franklina
franklini
european mission received the request for an elder to visit
maeser and william budge
badge a missionary laboring in
karl
england was asked to report to liverpool where he discussed
mr maeser
Eich
eloh ards the possibility of visiting mx
with president richards
rioh
the main objection to sending an elder into saxony was because
of the strictness of the law in that land regarding the activities of strangers religious as well as political agitation
was forbidden and the teacher of any religion other than that
already established by law was regarded as a political offender it will therefore be understood that the
tfx
tix visit to saxony
wrote the son of william
would be attended with great risk
16 president
budge
Bic
blo
richards
rio hards realized the danger involved

uibid
bibid
ibid

p

24

l5schoenfeld
Seho
soho
schoenfeld
sehoenfeld
enfeld to jenson january 11 1914
16jesse
jesse R S budge the life of william budge
budre
bude salt
lake city utah deseret news 1915 p 64

12

jesse
and according to jesser

R

S

budge

son of william budge

the president did not make a direct request but he left the
decision to brother budge he concluded to make the journey
but he encountered considerable difficulty before arriving at

his destination
elder william budge took steerage passage on a steamship going to hamburg the afternoon they left a storm was
gathering which continued to increase until it seemed that the
ship could no longer stay together the passengers were ordered below and the storm continued so severe that it washed every
A heavy fog had lifted by
movable thing from the main deck
morning and the ship sailed into the port of hull from which
it had sailed the day before all of the passengers except
inq aired
william budge left the ship and went to shore he inquired
uired
if the ship would sail again for hamburg and being told that
it would as soon as repairs were made he decided to remain
aboard the captain of the ship knew that he was a steerage
passenger but when he learnedthat
learned that he was staying with the
ship he gave him the privilege of choosing the best berth he
could find and also gave him all of the privileges of a first
1
17
passenger
class
on september 28 1855 elder william budge arrived in
he called upon professor maeser at the school in
dresden
fc

171bidpp
65
64
6465
ibid

13

which he was employed

first

and brother maeser beheld

for the
budge
badge in describing this
the professor was very

jesse BR S
meeting of these two men stated
pleased to know that father could speak german sufficiently
1118
to converse with him as he did not speak english 0 brother
maeser has written of this same incident
it was providential
for
that such a man was the first mormon 1I ever beheld fox
although scarcely able to make himself understood in german
he by his winning and yet dignified personality created an
time a

mormon
mormon11

impression upon

11

me and my

family which was the keynote to

influence that hallowed the principles he
advocated 19 edward schoenfeld was asked to give an account
of the things which took place when he and brother maeser
were converted to the gospel and he stated in his letter
to avoid any fraud or any trick of the adversary
had been arranged that he should present at his
it
coming the half of a oard
card brothen
brother maeser having the
zig zag like this
cut zigzag
other half out
an indispensable

r

i

the aard which served as an introhe speak and
duction but not a word of german could
we could not speak a word of english 20
it is evident according to the three accounts taken
when he came he had

18
181ibid
181bid

bid

19
maesen
19maeser
maeser

p

65

.18991
p 25
era 18991
1899
20
20schoenfeld
schoenfeld to jenson january 11 1914

improvement

14

from the above

even a

light

fair

rents that elder
nentsthat

i

budge did not possess

knowledge of the german language

of the testimony of dr

maeser and jesse

in the

however
R

S

budge

it

possible to assume that he could speak the language a
schoenfeld
enfeld
little with regard to the statement of edward Soho
xe
regarding thebearer
the beaner
bearer having one half of a card and brother
garding
maeser having the other one half to match it may have been
seems

that this was a means of identification which could have
ed a definite purpose even if william budge were able to

fill-

speak the german language

at the

time

that elder

budge went to germany

were not allowed to evenkeep
even keep a person

people

in their house over
night without reporting it to the police therefore arrangements had to be made by elder budge with the police headquarters he attended to these at once and asked for the
room
noon
roomat
at
privilege if there was no objection of occupying a noom
roomal
the home of professor maeser who had offered to assist him
in learning the german language because the professors time
was so much occupied with school duties that it would be more
convenient for him if budge could lodge at his house where he
could be readily found at such time as the professor was at
21
the request was granted by the officials and
leisure
elder budge became a regular member of the maeser household
01

2lbudge
budge

op

cit

p

65

15

or about eight
ei ght
for
aht

weeks

even under this arrangement with the

officials elder

careful to keep himself before the eyes of
the policemen each day he would go out on the streets attend
musical entertainments and visit the beer halls in order to
he no doubt had kept himself in
be seen of the officers
the clear but a policeman suggested to him soon after his
arrival that he had not seen mr schoenfeld and professor
maeser at these public gatherings as often as usual these
gentlemen having devoted their spare moments to listening to
the teachings of their friend which remark more clearly
impressed upon fatherwilliam
father william budged the necessity of keeping
1122
himself still more in view of the police
edward schoenfeld in describing the method used in
bro
learning the doctrines ofmormonism
of mormonism has written
budge had a little pocket bible half of each page in english
and the opposite half in german
in this way we had the
gospel preached to us for hours every day the holy spirit
came to our assistance and the gift of tongues worked on
budge had to be

bro budge

so

that

he spoke a

little

more german every day

intensive study karl G maeser edward
A place
Soho enfeld and edward martin applied for baptism
schoenfeld

after

a few days of

221
221bid
ibid
bid
223

p

66
67
6667

schoenfeld to jenson january 11 1914

1123
2

16

designated where the baptisms could be attended to and
as they were making ready to perform this ordinance a letter
arrived from president franklin D richards making known that

was

iata kimball would soon visit dresden on
lata
william
elder Will
2
24
way
to italy
their
it was decided to defer the baptisms
until the arrival of president richards and elder kimball
these men arrived about the middle of october 1855 A few
interviews were held with president richards elder budge
acting as interpreter and following these interviews arrangeA secluded
ments were made for the baptisms to be performed
spot on the river elbe across from an old linden tree was
selected as the site of the baptism elders richards and
budge took the candidate for baptism between them as they
stood in the water president richards spoke the words of
the ordinance in english and elder budge repeated them in
german that they might be understood by the candidates after
which both of the men immersed the candidate in the water
karl G maeser was baptized first he was followed by
25
edward Soho
schoenfeld
enfeld and then edward martin
dr maeser expressed that he expected some visible
sign would be given him at the time of his baptism and the
following is his own account of what happened
he and

24
24budge
budge

op
OR

25
25schoenfeld
Schoen
Schoenfeld
feld
feid

oil
olt
cit

p

67

to jensen january 11 1914

17

on coming out of the water

1I

both
lifted
1

my

hands to

heaven and said father if what I have done just now
onto thee give me a testimony and whatever
is pleasing unto
st require of my hands 1I shall do even to
thou shouldst
shouldnt
should
the laying down of my life for this cause
ay fervent appeal
there seemed to be no response to my
hards and elder
and we walked home together president Rip
richards
ria
budge at the right and left of me while the other men
walked some distance behind us so as not to attract
attention our conversation was on the subject of the
authority of the priesthood suddenly 1I stopped elder
budge from interpreting the presidents remarks to me
as 1I understood them perfectly 1I replied to him in
german and again the interpretation was not necessary
as 1I was also understood by the president
thus we
on
kept OIL
orl
oii conversing until we arrived at the point of
separation when the manifestation as suddenly ceased
as it had come it did not appear to be strange at all
while it lasted but as soon as it stopped 1I asked
brother budge what that all meant and received the
answer that god had given me a testimony
for some time
1I conversed with president Bic
blo hards
richards
rio
thereafter whenever
we
ive
ise could understand each other more readily
in english vve
than when 1I was conversing with others or rather trying
to converse until my progress in the english language
made the need of an interpreter unnecessary

statement of the
this is the plain me

spirit

power of the holy

by the mercy of my heavenly
manifested to
father the first of many manifestations 1I have had that
have corroborated the sincere convictions of my soul that
day
jesuschrist
the church of jesus
of
of
Christ
saints
is
latter
ghrist
god and not of man 2

karl

first

G

and anna maeser were

the

first

man and

the

to be baptized into the church of jesus christ
day saints in germany their acceptance of the

woman

of latter
gospel marked the beginning of a fruitful harvest of souls
maesers
in germany it is remarkable that such people as the maeyers
26A

maeser

improvement

era

1899

PP
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first

to receive the gospel in tulat
that land N L
maeser
nelson has said in writing of karl G maesexs
conversion to
were the

mormon
mormonism
ism

consider for a moment how very unusual was his conversion in the first place he belonged to a rank and
caste in society that mormonism has always found the
greatest difficulty in reaching an educated and cultured
german of the most refined type he was at the time he
began investigating president of an important educational
institution the dresden institute As he had received
the religious training of the state church he had had
ample opportunity to weigh the tenets and doctrines of
lutherism and having found them wanting he was like
most of his colleagues infidel to all creeds
consider next the fact that the first elders to
present the gospel to him were measured by the standard
to which he was accustomed sadly lacking in the
principles of etiquette and good breeding in fact
whom it would be natural for
fox such a type of man to have
a contempt for
pauls
conversion
surely then if paus
lauis
was miraculous dx
Mae sers must be called remarkmaesers
br maeyers
able 27
maesers
Mae sers six other persons were
in addition to the maeyers
baptized into the church at tim
thatt time karl was ordained
an elder
eider to preside over the small group of converts in
germany prior to the departure of elder william budge
it
is possible that the visit of elder budge in germany was cut
short by an event that Ihappened in the neighborhood of the
A gentleman had taken lodgings in a house
maeser family
near that of professor maeser and had been there but a short
time when without any warning whatsoever he was arrested
27
27nelson
Nelson
helson

op

cit

p

1
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xan
the furniture in Ms
sacked for evidence of what the
ransacked
his room ran
police supposed the man might be guilty and then the man
and all of his belongings was put into a hack and driven off

this occurrence together with the fact that elder

budge had

noticed someone following him about caused him to remark
1
I considered it was about time for me to look to my health
2
by taking a change
changa of air 28
in a short time there came a strong desire in the
hearts of these members of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints to gather to utah maeser and schoenfeld
resigned
designe
resigned their positions in the school at dresden and began
preparations to come to america 29 on june 6 1856 a little
company consisting of karl G maeser his wife anna a small
annas sister camilla together with edward schoenson and anna
feld and his wife ottilie who was a sister of anna maeser
.33
way
aaerica30
to america
departed for london england on their
when they arrived in england karl was surprised to
be ca
ed to labor among the german people in london and to
called
serve as a missionary in scotland much to their disappointment the families were separated the Schoen
schoenfelds
schoenfeldt
felds continuing
28
28budge
2budge
Budge

op

cit

29
29maeser
maeser

p

69

ap 2728
27 28
karl G maeser pp
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30statement
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maesers remained in engtheir journey to america while the maeyers
land to fulfill
rom
ron the church
from
ulfill the call that had come to them fron
alfill
authorities there while performing this assignment the
proud professor was often required to perform menial tasks
to which in his former position he had never stooped
was
customary among the higher german people that a man of karls

it

standing never should be seen carrying packages on the street
the elders were going to the train and they told him to bring
their carpet bags karl paced the floor of his room his
pride was out
cut to the limit the idea of carrying a suit case
was almost more than he could stand and his wife was terribly
upset to think that he had to do so he finally said eeli
well
they have the priesthood they have told me to go and 1Im
ikill
mil
iikill
go
he put his pride in his pocket and carried the carpet
bag31

bli

he was very

particular about table

manners

during

his labors in england he met a very wealthy and educated man
who became quite taken up with karl and he invited him
to
hin
hinto
come and bring some of the elders to the hotel to dinner
the table manners of the elders were so irksome to elder
maeser that he would say 1 I will go through poverty 1I will
suffer persecution 1I will go to h 1 with the elders but
1I will not go to a hotel with them again32
again 32
31lbid
3libid

32
32ibid
ibid
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after being honorably released from their labors in
maesers continued their journey to america
england the maeyers
they landed here on the 4th
ath of july 1857 after a voyage
which took seven weeks
was born to them

while in england a second child
he became ill during the journey across

the ocean and died two days before landing they carried
his remains to shore with them and among a strange people
whose language was different and who were engaged in celebration they looked for a spot of ground in which to place

their son

they had no money when they reached america and
consequently they were forced to remain in the east
sast until
such time as they could prepare to move to the home of the

saints

it was

for

a few weeks they located in

philadelphia but

almost impossible to get work

their need for food
became so great thaton
chaton one occasion karl had to lull his
little son to sleep to stop his cries for nourishment in
the midst of these circumstances kacl
karl
kari
eari
earl was called to fill a
mission to the south he accepted the call and moved with
his family into the state of virginia where he served most
of his mission

besides preaching the gospel he engaged in
teaching music to many prominent families including the
family of ex president tyler of richmond virginia33
Virginia 33
33
33maeser
Maeser

karl

G

maeser

pp
ap

30
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professor maeser became associated with the tyler
family in the
tiie
tile following manner
while father was in the south on this mission they
had difficulty in getting enough to eat
mother was a
good seamstress and she would go out and get sewing when
she could father had been out trying to find something
as the money was practically depleted the flour was
just about gone and there was no money to buy more
he went
father said we have got to have something
down town and was passing a music store
he decided to
go in and in this music store was a man and two girls
they were buying a piano the purchaser told the salesman that they liked the piano but they would like to
hear it played the salesman explained that he did not
play was out for a
play and the only person who could
couldplay
be would
few minutes
father spoke up and said that he
them
play the piano for them and at the same time handed theal
theta
then
which gave his references as a teacher and then
cardwhich
card
his eard
he played for them
the man buying the piano was ex
president tyler and the two girls were his daughters
he hired kari
kaci to teach his daughters to play the piano
kacl
karl
from then on he got into several families as a tutor and
made good34

at the completion

of

maesers returned
this mission the maeyers

to philadelphia and karl was made president of the philadelphia
tune of 1860
he continued in this position until june
conference
at which time arrangements were made fox
for the family to move
on to utah
the maeser family traveled in patriarch john

the trip across the plains consumed four
months time
his lack of training in pioneering methods
ill equipped him for this journey and so he arranged to share
a wagon with a young englishman
englishmen named duke who agreed to har1
dness
less hitch and drive the oxen35 N L nelson has written

smiths

company and

i1
ia

evv
ilkiew
evi
ilfiew
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of the training of dr maeser fox
foc
for such a venture as crossing

the plains and

activity in pioneer life

Mae sers whole training from childhood had in
maesers
dr maeyers
fact fitted him to shine only in the conventional and
of the intellectual and artistic classes
artificial
life
in germany he had perhaps not received a single
lesson that would prepare him for frontier life among the
day saints
latter
the spade the shovel and the axe
ge
were tools unknown to his birth and breeding
he himself used to relate how when it became necessary for
him to build a house he distrusted
dis trusted
txusted his own judgment
respecting material things and went to bishop sharp
a man who had never been to school fox
very
advice
for
about
things36
simple things3
things 336

advance notice of the coming of the maeyers
maesers to utah
was given by the press which stated
the following are the
names of persons

in captain john smithes
smiths

company

of emigrants

as per his report forwarded to president brigham young from

laramie on the 27th of july

entire

company and among

karl
kari
kari

follows
mieth

then follows the names of the
them are listed the maeser group as

37

G

this

anna
company

Kein
reinhard
reinhard and

ottilie

maeser

salt lake valley

entered

camilla

september 1

maesers were met by
and the maeyers

their old friends the schoen
felds who assisted them in getting settled in this new land
soon after their arrival in salt lake brother maeser
a rranged to open a school
by november of that year he had
iacquired
acquired the use of an old adobe meeting house in the
cquired
1860

36
36nelson
Nelson
neison

op

cit

p
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fifteenth

ward and a lumber building

which had been con-

struc ted for a granary on the adjoining lot38
structed
lot3
lota
public announcement was made of the new school
through an advertisement in the deseret news which read as
follows
DESERET LYCEUM
DESEKET

undersigner
under signed begs to inform the public that he inthe undersigned
tends opening evening classes both for ladles
and gentleladies
men for english german french italian latin greek
drawing bookkeeping mathematics and all the branches
of a sound and practical education on the 15th of november in the 15th ward schoolhouse
languages including
bookkeeping will be taught by mr alexander ott
6 in advance per quarter
terms
the regular course of gymnastics will commence on
thursday the 15th november at ballots
ballos hall
balios

for girls and ladies at 3 oclock pm for boys
at 5 oclock pm for gentlemen at 7 oclock pm
pa
terms
texas
terns gentlemen and ladies classes 6 per quarter
in advance for children 3 per quarter in advance
the gymnastics will be taught every tuesday and

thursday

the regular day school in which an english teacher
will assist will commence fox
for boys and girls on the
15th november in the 15th ward schoolhouse and assembly
hall the tuition will include practical drawing for
boys and needlework fox
for girls the latter branch will
be under the direction of an experienced lady teacher
KARL G MAESER principal39
Principal 39
this marked the beginning of the educational career
lof
of karl G maeser in utah
38
38maeser
maeser
3maeser

karl

39
39deseret
deseret news

G

maeser
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CHAPTER
SCHOOL AND CHURCH

prom
FROM
PEOM 1860

early in tiie
tlle spring of
the

activities

TO

1876

1861

president brigham young

appointed professor maeser to take charge of the union academy
this school met in thedoremus
the doremus house near the present west
high school

from the

fall

of 1861 to the spring of 1862

karl

conducted the school

the enrollment was so large as to rejames
quire an assistant teacher janes
jenes
tames T cobb who was not a
member of the church was hired 1 three years later gobb
cobb was
baptized a member of the church by karl G maeser 2
professor maeser had many new exper
experiences
experiem
lem es during this
iem
school year in the old country he had been accustomed to the
use of money as the medium of exchange

here in the west he
was paid for his services with such items as squash potatoes

carrots

and other vegetables

thus

in addition
to being the trustee the janitor and general manager of the
merchandise3
school also found it necessary to traffic in mexchandise3
merchandised
merchandise 3
during the year that kari
hange
iange of the doremus
large
karl was in c charge
house bishop john sharp charles savage john nicholson and
the teacher

lMa
maeser
iua
lua
lmaeser
eser

ap 3839
38 39
karl G maeser pp
2 journal history
of church october
3maeser
maeser karl G mapper
maeser p 39
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other prominent men solicited his services for a school in
warda
professor maeser consulted president
the twentieth ward4
ward
presl
presi dent
brigham young who gave his approval and in 1862 the school
was begun as the twentieth ward seminary
or a ward house
the building designed primarily for
was very poorly arranged for a schoolroom
the equipment
included a few rough tables and chairs some pieces of blacknaps and scraps of chalk that had been dug from
boards and maps
the nearby mountains yet in spite of these physical
limitations the curriculum was such that this school
attracted many prominent people from distant localities as
well as places nearby
three departments were organized primary intermediate and grammar A night session was conducted for
those unable to attend the school during the day the three
IIRIIs were taught and in addition astronomy modern languages
and latin
because of his success and recognition in the
schoolroom karl soon rose to a place of prominence in the
community
his ability as a speaker was recognized and his
services as a alecturer
lecturer were very much in demand consequently
5
he received a great deal of publicity

Bs

4schoenfeld
schoenfeld edward dr karl
19112
the elders journal august 1 1911
maesar
maeser

karl

G

mapper
maeser

p
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p
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the deseret news of july 24 1862 published the
following
ollovring
professor karl G maeser delivered a brief address
on the advances
advance
advanc es of education noticing the manifest onward progress of the youth of utah in mental cultural
genera
and encouraging the rising genena
hope
tjton
h
generate
wit
generation
the
of
with
generatj
ion
usefulness and cultivating habits00

habits

again in the december issue of the deseret news of
1862 the following printed matter is found
tuesday december 23 professor karl G maeser lectured
on the principles of the form of continents
the lecture
was fraught with information of a geological character
he thoroughly analyzed the doctrine held by the neptun
and then contended that there was
ests
ists and vulcanists
perfect order and harmony in the formation of ail
ali the
all
continents islands peninsulas particularly in reference to the continents tapering out to capes in the south
northa
and flattening towards the north7
north 7
still another example of the publicity he received is
recorded some two years later in 1864 in the deseret news
1 863
641
64
1863
the
863641
the winter lectures during the present winter 186364
70
70ss hall has been crowded every thursday evening and many

persons have been forcedto
forced to return

mission

home

unable to obtain ad-

118

his work at the school and his public appe
pearances
be arances were successful they were not very remunerative to
professor it was not uncommon for the maeser family to
ithe
the processor
even though

6journal
journal history of church july
77lbid
id december 16 1862 p 1
8lbid
8ibid march 2 1864 P 2
bibid
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sit

to a meal of floor
made molasses
homemade
flour mush and home
during the time of these meager rations a friend suggested
down

that

asset to the family and so one was
accepted as payment on past due tuition they had nothing
to feed the animal except weeds and tickle grass that grew
in their lot brother maeser had the mistaken idea that unless the hollows by the cows hips were filled out the cow was
not getting sufficient to eat this task of supplying the
cow with food and water was assigned to the children
one
day after they had given the cog
cow
acm
arm
cun many aca
con
arx
ara
armfulls
arafulls
fulis
fulls of weeds and
several buckets of water they were elated when they noticed
a cow would be an

the hollows were
mow
now
now

filled

out
oat

thats

the way 1I like to see old bossy said
however a neighbor passing by exe
jai
exclaimed
lal med
ial

thein
their father
ploafced
brother maeser your cow is bloated
ploated
ed
ploat
ed
Ploat
floated
bloated
what iss dat
asked the professor
the neighbor knew how
to take care of such a situation and the animals life was
savedg
saved9
saved

karis
karls
kans
kars
status
tatus

son

reinhard further indicated the financial

of his father when he wrote

it

it

was to be hungry he knew what
he knew what
was to shiver with
aith his loved ones on christmas day he knew
was to hear people say atif
what
too lazy to work
itif
hes
if
for his living let him starve
is reported that on

it

9maeser
maeser

it

karl

G

mapper
mapped
maeser

pp
ap

43 44
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one occasion

in salt lake city at a party during the
intermix
intermis
ermis
or SU
int
supper
aper
ernis s ion
intermission
lon tor
for
dper he announced to the peo
f
people
pig
pie
any of you have anything you do not care for brother if
maeser will be glad for something to eat
at
times
conditions became so distressing that the professor felt
impelled to make a personal canvass of those who owed him
to collect on tuition whatever his debtors might be able
to share with him he would accept anything usable in the
on these errands he took his whee
household
arrow
labarrow
wheelbarrow
lb
lbarrow
but more frequently than not he returned horns
homa as he
had left with his barrel empty
well
say
he
would
the poor people are no better off than we they can
cant
pay 1I forgive them 10
in writing a character sketch of karl G maeser edward schoenfeld said that kacl
karl
kari
earl had only one weakness that he
eari
could ever disco
vex and that was that he was not successful
ver
discover
in financial matters it was no trick at all to take advantage of him when dealing in money matters 11 this may be
accounted for by the

fact that

he was so unselfish and had an

abundance of charity for others

at times

the weight of his troubles was almost more
nore

than karl could bear and he plead with his heavenly father
to provide a way
wayto
to overcome them it was during one of these

crucial periods that a aletter
letter came from his father in germany
begging his son to come home
karl was assured he would
never want oor
dor money friends and a position of prominence
for
for
sake this pioneer life and the role of a
if he would but foz
forsake
lo
loibid
ibid

pp
ap

hschoenfeld
lischoenfeld
li
schoenfeld
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teacher

among

these

low

despised people

kari had occasion
karl
earl
eari
tte prayers for fintib

to wonder if this could be an answer to
ancial help he had so often repeated to his heavenly father
this period of indecision was shor
bened by a strange dream
tened
shortened
he had one night after retiring to his bed
it seemed to him that he could see a very steep

mountain ahead which he must climb
when he looked fox
foc
foz
for a
path he found none and he wondered how
gowhe
he would ever be able
howhe
to accomplish the task before him however with much effort

to climb
olimb step
st op by step up the steep incline until
he reached the top
there he beheld a landscape beautiful
beyond description and a smooth road with an even grade
he was able

when he awoke he knew

this

the answer to the question
which had been troubling him after this experience he said
1I would rather have suffered the afflictions of
job by having ail
my friends turn against me or
ali
all
have become a beggar in the
estreet
th
street
shreet or have been made
thestreen
thestreet
to dig in the mines than to have yielded to the encements of my german kinsmen and pseudo friends
ticements
ti
1I would rather take my wheelbarrow and go day by day
among this people collecting chips and whet
stones
whetstones
for my pay than to have the kingdom of saxony open
to me if such meant the sacrifice of my knowledge
and testimony of this gospel
1I flung the letter
into the fire and retiring to my secret closet poured
out my soul in gratitude to my leather
father
heaven
in
that
1I had found favor in his sight and had accepted the
gospel of his son if it had not been for the testimony
of the gospel of jesus christ of latter day saints 1I
should long ago have been back in my native land oh
1I have had my trials and my moments of wavering but
is these that have burned into my soul the knowledge
it
that the course 1I have taken is right and as god lives
he being my helper 1I shall neverprove
never prove unworthy of the
was

31

confidence he has reposed in
confilpae

last

ears
karls
earis
earls
kars
by the people

me

as long as

life shall

ability in an educational way was recognized
of the territory when he was elected in 1860

186 as a regent of the university of
63 and again in 1865
1863
in 18
1
13
deseret
in 1864 karl became private tutor to the children
of president brigham young this position was the best he

had had since coming to america

he was relieved of the

tuition the drudgery of janitorial work
culi
the criticism of a public who lacked a cuil
full
fuli
fall appreciation

worry of collecting
and

fox
tor
for schools and what they did for the community he supzor
ror
plemen ted his income by keeping books roz
fox the mercantile firm
foz
plemented
for

of leanard H hardy after school hours and on saturdays
maesers purchased a lot and
during this time the maeyers

to build a new home this was the first home the
family had been able to call their own it is not hard to
pxospects of being
imagine how happy they all were with the prospects
located permanently however in the midst of this prospect
commenced

the family was called upon to render another service to the
maeyers
G
Mae
maesers
1867
sers
conference
of
karl
april
in the
church
iaeses
name was read from the stand as having been called to fulfill

laeser

12Maeser

january

ap 45
47
4547
karl G maeser pp
13
13journal
journal history of church december
13
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a mission to germany and switzerland

proud though he was to

have been selected to return with the gospel to his native

land yet his financial condition was such that it seemed
impossible to secure the means whereby he could make the
trip to say nothing of the family that must be provided for
home
however the family remembered how the lord had
athome
at
atheme
blessed them during a former mission and they had faith that
1
providence would again extend a kindly hand 14

for europe may 10 1867 he described
his feeling upon leaving in the following manner
1I remember myself walking briskly with one of my
traveling companions toward emigration canyon to join
our train which had left already in the morning before me lay my mission in the far off europe as a witness of the truth of the latter day work as a messenger
of the gospel of peace and good will to all men behind
me the home of my family and my people
1I found myself
not knowing what sights
at another turn of my lifes
path notknowing
ilfe
life
would present themselves to my eye around the corner and
1I knew nothing of the future but the aim and purpose of
the journey and a safe return if 1I would be faithful
talk of feeling bad when a mormon elder leaves his home
for many years it is said of the great french revolutionist danton that he refused to flee from france to
save himself from the guillotine on the ground that he
could not I take his fatherland with him on his shoe soles
A mormon
elder knows better than that he takes
his
15
country and his people with himin
his
him
in
heart
hin
for three years brother
brother maeser labored abroad first
as a traveling elder and then as president of thee swiss and
german mission
his gift of organizing and creating order
he

left

home

1

14
14maeser
maeser

ap 48
49
4849
karl G maeser pp
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out of chaos was displayed during the time he was president
new branches
of the mission from 1868 to 1870 he established newbranches

put the best people at his disposal to preside

and

created

teachers report books which made it
impossible for a visiting teacher to shirk his duty without
being noticed it was during this period of time brother
ma eser received a letter from president brigham young inmaeser
struc
strue ting him to publish a paper in switzerland this paper
structing
a wonderful system of

T SQ

referred to as zhe stern had a long period of publication
one remarkable feature of brother maeyers
Mae
maesers
sers character
was his devotion to authority on one hand
harld and his jealousy
to guard the tights
rights of authority when it was entrusted to
when anyone infringed upon his rights he would jump
him
like a lion caring not whether he insulted anybody on one
occasion while working in switzerland one of the missionquestioned his orders to which he said 11b
had hadquestioned
aries haq
you are in my opinion like a little rooster that stoops
his head very low in going through a high archway for fear
1t16
he might knock his head against the arch
examples
aples is
his ability to teach lessons by simple exa
clearly illustrated in an incident which happened while he
and a party of missionaries were crossing the alps
there
Soho
schoenfeldop
Schoenfeld
enfeld op cit

pp
ap

83
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8384
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across these mountains of
deep snow As they slowly ascended the steep slope he looked
back and saw this row of sticks marking the way and said
brethren there stands the priesthood they are just common
sone
soae
dome of them
then are even crooked but
sticks like the rest of us some
thea
the position they hold makes them what they are to us if
we step aside from the path they mark we are lost 17
on two different occasions karl visited the home of
his childhood in germany he labored diligently to bring the
members of his family to an understanding of the truthfulness
dospel they however were steeped in the traditions
of the gospel
of their own belief and felt such a prejudice against the
mormon people in general that what he said made very little
impression upon them they couldnt understand why karl had
permitted himself to be so swept off his own feet by such a
deplorable religion and thus lose all opportunities to become
they again
an important person in the eyes of the world
begged him to bring his family back to germany and there live
their
in comfort karl however was no more impressed with theirs
pleadings than they had been withhis
withbis testimony of the truth18
1
jesus
gospel
of
christ
fulness of the

were only

s

sticks to

mark thle
tlle path
tiie
the

1 7 statement by
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maeser returned to utah and when his
brother maesen
wife anna met him she handed him the same fifty cent piece
he had given her three years before which incidently was
the only money he had at the time he received his mission
call he was also amazed to see both rooms of their two room
home completely finished and furnished with store carpets
1
on the floors and curtains at the windows 19
karl resumed his teaching in the twentieth ward school
upon his return from europe
he also organized and taught
the work of the first normal department in the deseret univer-

in

sity

1870

20

an announcement was made in the
t he deseret news of the
work being conducted by him in the twentieth ward
professor karl G maeser intends opening his xegular
regular
school term on the loth of august and he proposes
fall
then establishing an advanced educational institution
professor
be known as the 20th ward seminary
will
it
mag
maeyers
maesers
maesen
maeser
Mae
high educational attainments are well known to
sers
the community his capabilities as an advanced teacher
being unquestioned and
is probable that his seminary
will be well patronized as parents can commit their
children to his care with great confidence he will be
aided as principal by competent assistants there will
drawing
be an academic class fox
awing history
for instruction in dx
physical geography and rhetoric and for those desiring
to qualify for teachers there will be a normal class
and also primary intermediate and grammar departments

it

march 25

19
19statement
grand
statement by eva maeser crandall
orand all
ail
ali

1950

personal interview

20karl
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school and fireside provo utah
kaci
kacl
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yon
por
fon
foc
for the

benefit of those unable to attend in the day
evening classes will be organized
organizedand
and will meet for inorganize
dand
aughst
st
ruction twice a week commencing on the lith of august
struction
auchst
young men
this will present an excellent opportunity
for
opportffity
and women to improve their education 21
it was while he was teaching in this capacity that an
explosion occurred on arsenal hill near the place where the
state capitol is now located so terrific was the explosion
that nearly all the plaster was shaken from the ceiling of
the twentieth ward schoolhouse karl immediately went to
tohn sharp a man he always went to with his
find bishop john
troubles to relate the incident to him and report that school
would have to be dismissed until the building could be repaired
he found bishop sharp in the office of president
brigham young and toldboth
told both men of the existing conditions
but at this point president young interrupted the conversation
with the remark

that is exactlywe right brother maeser 1I have another
mission for you
have been considering the establishman
ment of a church school and are looking around for a
you are the man brother
a man to take charge of it
we want you to go to provo to organize and conmaeser
duct an academy to be eswlished
established in the name of the

church

this

A

church school

was

21
21journal
journal

bad
had
the greatest calling that haq

history of church august
mapper
22maeserl
maeser pp
maeser karl
ap 76
77
7677

5

come to

1874

p

karl
5

37
G

maeser and one which would most deeply

affect his

whole

life

it

natural to suppose that this

would be

german

professor with his wealth of experience in teaching and his
wonderful background would feel well qualified to set up such
a program without hesitancy
instead he sought the aid of
president young 1I am ready
brigham young and said to him
only this
to go to provo what are your instructions
said the great founder you ought not to teach even the
alphabet or the multiplication tables without the spirit of
god
bye tt23
goodbye
that is all god bless you good
few words to be sure but no group of students ever
assembled under the tutorship of karl G maeser who did not
feel in his teachings the application of brigham youngs

instructions

01
23
23jensen
jensen

university

mss
ass

toxy of brigham young
history
His tony
brigham young university library
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philosophy

OF EDUCATION

educators concept of the nature of his

work and

his philosophy concerning the goals to be attained usually
determines the outline of his program of work
although in humility karl G maeser had sought the
aid and advise of his superior to help formulate a program
of work foc
fox
for this tremendous undertaking that loomed before
him nevertheless he was equipped with a good philosophy
regarding education his training had been the best that
german schools had to off
er and he held a place high in the
offer
rank and file of his classmates his schooling in germany
had been affected considerably however by the influence of
the gospel of Jjesus
esiis christ which he accepted in his homeland
eliis
he believed the ultimate goal of ail
ali education could be sumall
med up in the words of the savior
be ye therefore perfect
even as your father which is in heaven is perfect ml
the methods and means of achieving this goal must be
something more than achieving in scholastic studges
studies they
zhould include the education of the whole man ail
should
ali education
all
is narrow and incomplete which does not include in addition
to gaining scholastic knowledge the development of the
physical moral and spiritual nature of man maeser defined
maeser school and fireside

p

55

39

education as a
on

twofold process

its theoretical side

practical side

and

2

1

conveying instruction

training in habits

its

on

112

the conveying of instruction should constitute a
leading feature of the school room and the training in habits
should play a prominent part in the domestic or home training
yet

the two are so closely interwoven that to think of edu-

cation in terms not including both the school and the

is

a mistake

home

3

maeser wrote in
in regard to this type of education masser
fireside4
his book school and firesider
fireside 4 1 I am prompted only by the
desire to represent the intimate cooperation of the school
and

the

home

all secular
two most esse-

and the seasoning or modifying of

training by religious influence as being the
ntial characteristics of the educational system
latter day saints 5

among

the

basic to all of his philosophy was the firm conviction
he fervently believed that
of the worth of each individual
every pupil is a child of god with certain capacities for
growth and development
each one is different in his way of
forming concepts and arriving at conclusions each one has
bid
ibi
ibl
441nfra
infra

p

3

34
pp
ap

125 126
125126

ibid
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51bid

pp
ap
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34 35
3435
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lifes

destiny to reach he
that all persons who were worthy to be called teachers
felt thal
out
cab
cat
should recognize these differences
instead of having a cut
and dried form
fona
fora of procedure to follow in their educational
program their plans should be varied and flexible enough to
meet these individual needs so that every student might have
a chance to develop his moral mental and spiritual faculties
oom
to his utmost capacity at his own rate of oon
oomprehension 60
comprehension
prehension
the great problem in education is to discover the sphere of
action for which any given child is adapted and to turn its
thoughts and energies in that direction 7
the need for recognition of individual growth is
beautifully expressed by professor maeser
his

own

work to do and his

own

it is
trees and

the fashion in chinese gardening to force
shrubs out of their natural way of growing
into all kinds of fantastic shapes according to the
fancy and notion of their master there is a great
deal of chinese gardening going on in education a0

at another time

he emphasized the worth of the

in-

dividual when he said if a carpenter or a blacksmith should
spoil a piece of material he is working upon he could throw
it aside and take another piece but the teacher cannot do
this with the eternal soul of the child 9

ibid

p

ibid

224

big

81bid
bid p 224
9maeser
maeser karl G maeser

p

102

p

52
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relationships between parent teachers and
pupils are conducive to learning A good atmosphere in the
home or at school is the controlling principle which reg1
discipline is the climate of the school 10
ulates education
discipline is a subject which brother maeser felt needed
considerable attention in our domestic education as well as
in the schoolroom respect for authority should be taught
from the time a child is born
in america the lack of
reverence for parents and for the aged is a dangerous symptom and if not remedied forbodes
ll
for bodes no good for the country 1111
methods of discipline ought to be adapted with great caution
the day when the rod was the emblem of training in the home
or at school is slowly becoming outdated
the exercise of
authority without intelligent justice and kind consideration
yanny and obedience without consent of the heart or
tryanna
is tryanny
tr
brain is slavery 12
any educator of long experience may recall incidents which seemed to make corporal or physical punaxe
aze for
are
ishment of some kind a necessity
there ace
instance moral cripples as well as physical and
mental ones while asylums provide for the last and
hospitals for physical unfortunates the reform
zefora schools
andpenitentiaries
and in aggravated cases jails and penitentiaries
penitenti arles
aries
attend to moral cripples mental cripples in greater
or lesser degrees of ofdeorepitude
decrepitude are found in many
good

lo
maesen
lomaeser
maeser school

il
ibid
ibid

p

67

121ibid
121bid
bid

p
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and

fireside

p

260
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schools and families
in some instances heredity in
others evil surroundings may be responsible for them
nevertheless there are natural liars
ilens
liers natural thieves
hypocrites cheats etc to be handled in education in
such exceptional cases the educator finds himself in the
situation of a physician who finds that mere hygienic
or medicinal appliances would be of no avail but that
the emergency calls for heroic treatment or an operation
even in surgery it is plain to an observing mind that the
urgency for such dangerous operations is constantly lessened by the progress of the medicinal sciences
this
is likewise the case in education
As no physician resorts to operations in trifling
ailments so no educator is justified in applying violent
measures in his regular disciplinary course

judicious discipline may be compared to an iron
hand in a velvet glove
should not be seen nor
it
heard nor felt on every occasion but be held in reserve
always present nevertheless
an absolutely quiet school or a family life that
moves along with the mechanical regularity of clockwork may be good enough for parade purposes but can
certainly not be considered a model example in education
restriction or suppression of the legitimate manifestations and development of individuality is not discipline
nor can methods of squeezing immortal
souls into a comortal
15
mon mould be called education
individuals should be motivated to do right through
the process of mental understanding
children ought to be trained step by step in the
exercise of this free agency and this right should
be measured out to them in exact proportion to the
grade of accountability which age intelligence will
power and moral disposition have developed in them
no more no less
this corresponds with the disciplinary principles observed by the state in regard to its
citizens and is laid down in the word of god as the
which salvation and exaltation can be
line along14
12
obtained12
obtained14
obtained
A
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the right of choice should be allowed to the utmost
unden
under standing and the conceptions formed
of the individuals
individual understanding
of consequences which follow if the choice is an unwise one
the underlying principle of free agency is obtained when a
parent or teacher is able to transform thou shalt on the
part of the adult into a voluntary 1 I will on the part of
the pupil 15
teachers and parents should be living examples of

at all times they should be able to say to
pupils as jesus christ said come follow me 16 how can any
teacher say to his students be what you profess to be
dont
dort
bedont
be a scrub
if he himself does not live by such a motto 17
iche
ifhe
1I therefore would sooner see a pupil in the early
stages of his school life exposed to the dangers of an
infectious disease and trust to medical treatment or
other means for recovery than to see him exposed to
or one infected
the influence of an atheistic teacher
10
what they teach

with the skepticism of agnostics LO
drafting the outlines for school work is to the
teacher what the design for a building is to an architect
karl believed these architectural plans should
should consist of
four things
circulars plans program and records
15
151ibid
151bid

bid
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p
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karl

G

is
ismaeser
maeser school
191
igi
191bid
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bid p 253

maeser
and

p

fireside

184
p

156

p

364

19

i
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by

circulars

publication and circulation
anu explanation of the
ana
listing and

he meant the

of pamphlets including a

various subjects taught items concerning the grades and graduation conditions of entrance rules and regulations concerning moral scholastic domestic and financial requirements
of the students general information about the school plant
o
and an historical review of the institution 020 these circulars were to acquaint the public with the school program
and to act as pledges to those reading them that the work
outlined therein would be faithfully carried out
complete plans for every grade and study for the
as
entire school year or even for a period of years are aa
essential for the carrying on of a school as the specifications for the builder are necessary to the construction of
plans should not become stereotyped but teachers
a house
should take advantage of county and state teachers conventions
and summer schools and through interchange in ideas with other
teachers they should find assistance to help them mature
their own school plans teachers should always strive for
an important means of
mastership in their profession
accomplishing this is a willingness to accept ideas of other
teachers 21
one glance at the daily program of a school will tell
201ibid
201bid
bid

p

254

21 ibid

p
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professional
or an amateur in hia
hla
his work
there are always physical handicaps such as want of room and facilities for the proposed
programs but these should remain visible in the construction
of the program the program should have balance and should
include reflective memorative and mechanical studies
the reflective studies should include such subjects as mathematics language studies and sciences and they should be
taught early in the day while the mind is fresh vigorous
and not yet fatigued by hard or long studying
memorative
studies such as history and geography that are enlivened by
imagination may follow mechanical studies including penmanship drawing and music should come last in the day when
the mind needs relaxation
his program also called for consideration of the
no student should be left too long without a
student
recitation periods should alternate with study
recitation
and in no instance should students be left doing one thing
an experienced educatorwhether
educator whether the teacher

so long

that

he becomes weary from

is

a

it

time was an important factor in his program in a
school day there were to be from eighteen to twenty recitajttions two recesses and two to three minutes for each change
eions
r
of class

punctuality and precision in recitations is an indispensable requisite for successful school work to

46

end a copy of the daily program in large and plain
writing ought to be placed at the most conspicuous point
in the school room and a clock hung up in sight of

this

teacher and students for guidance
every teacher ought to learn to guage his work for
guages the article
every recitation like a journalist grages
for his paper in accordance with the allotted space
As a rule no teacher is justified in running over his
closia a minute too soon
time a single minute nor in closing
closii
as
this precision reacts favorably upon the students
they get habituated in punctuality while an opposite
course on the part of the teacher will deprive the
students of this mental training
any business kept without strict accounts would soon
b
be
thrown into helpless confusion and end in financial
disaster what accounts are to the business man records
are to the teacher
careless and unreliable records are useless but
records well kept may be used not only for reference by the
teacher but they may also It indicate the degree of regularity
precision efficiency and progress of teachers and students
four distinct records were required namely
books
the
rollbooks
historical general register of studies and roll

anpts

historical record should contain a record of changes which
have occurred in the board faculty buildings improvements
other important changes since the organization of
the school the general record should include names of
students age parents place of residence time of entrance

and any

in the school and department entered the register of
studies should record the subjects treated in every class
221ibid
221bid
bid

pp
ap

256 257
256257
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giving reference to textbooks used and the plan being
pollbook
the voi
followed
xollbook
vol
rollbook
rol lbook should record the daily regularity
punctuality and preparation of the students
the manner in which these records were kept by the
teacher would testify to what extent the teacher was doing
incomplete and unreliable records should condemn
his work
any teacher in the eyes of his superiors and of the public

23

character training formed an important part of the
maesen
masser
maeser

philosophy of dr

his character

was above

knowledge and

character

truly educated unless

no one was

criticism

he wrote concerning

the proverb knowledge is power is only relatively
true the formation of character depends upon the nature
of the moral training which accompanies intellectual
advancement
there are learned fools and learned knaves
in this Aworld with all shades and diversities between
piece of furniture may be beautifully painted
them
splendidly varnished elaborately ornamented and gotten
up in expert taste and still prove worthless on account of the rotten timber in it another piece far
less showy may be of greater value because it is proven
to consist of solid wood thus it is with man character
2
should be made of sound timber 24
this sound timber could be said to consist of the sum
total of ali
all
ail the habits of a person which he forms in an

intellectual physical

social moral and spiritual way
whether the learning takes place in or out of school
A healthy mind in a healthy body
was his philosophy
2
good physical habits are best
regarding the physical self 25
231ibid
231bid
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learned in an environment which includes fresh air eating
and drinking regulated according to the word of wisdom

healthful exercise a cheerful and contented spirit and
cleanliness of habits 26 parents and teachers should acquaint themselves with the growth patterns of children and
give them good food

plenty of exercise and kindly treatment

27
nature will make it right by and by 1127
there should be a matron connected with every school
to instruct the girls in matters regarding the hygienic and
moral questions pertaining to their sex
likewise a man
should perform the same duties with the boys 28
all work and no play makes jack a dull boy was
fully accepted by professor maeser clubs for baseball and
other healthful and invigorating sports should be established
as long as they do not interfere with regular duties and
as long as they do not invite any degrading influences
the
so called college yells are exhibitions of courseness
cours
eness uncoarseness
worthy of educational institutions 29
in view of the fact that much can be done by providing a good environment for proper physical development such
provisions cannot counteract the harm doneby
done by schools that
coneby
overtax some students mentally and develop nervous disorders
from overdoing so that others may enjoy a high degree of

and

i
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success in a scholastic
scholastie way

schools should provide a good
balance between mental and physical activity
As it would be folly on the part of the skillful
navigator to expect safe passage in an unseaworthy
vessel across a stormy ocean so would it be unreasonable to prepare a child for lifes great voyage by an elaborate mental training
aning at the expense
trj6
of its physical constitution 0
the golden rule was stressed by professor maeser in
the education of the individual A pupil should learn that
he ignot
not entitled to better treatment than he is willing
is
isnot
to give
it is the purpose of education to lop off selfish

inclinations and engraft in their place self denial self
control obedience love integrity and other virtues 31
one thing wrong with our school system is that it
emphasizes intellectual advancement to the extent that it
encourages too much

self ambition

education should teach
the individual to focus his mindtoward
mind toward the comfort and
benefit of his fellow beings and learn to adapt his life
in such a way that it will benefit those with whom he
associates and the public in general professor maeser felt

that a teacher should invent if need

be

all

within the school to be occupied by students

kinds of offices
and thus give

32
sense
of responsibility toward mankind
this
the organization of associations and clubs fon
fox young
for

young people
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people under proper

judicious supervision
is a good thing for two reasons 1 1I man is gregarious in
his nature and needs the stimulus of association for the
2 associadevelopment of his mental and moral faculties
tion with others encourages self effort on the part of the

individual

restrictions

and

33

Mae sers educational program was
maesers
prominent part of maeyers
for everyones word to be as good as his bond every student
who went to the institution gave to professor maeser his word
A

of honor tha
thatt he would live in accordance with the high
standards of the church and the regulations of the
andstandards
ideals and
school he stood up in the old warehouse and said

friends 1I have been asked what 1I mean
1I will tell you
place me behind
by word of
honor
ofhonor
prison walls walls of stone ever so high ever so thick
reaching ever so far into the ground
around there is a poway or another 1I may be able to
ssibility
sibi lity that in some
escape but stand me on that floor and draw a chalk line
around me and have me give my word of honor never to
can
cross it oan
oano
cano11I4 get out of that circle no never
firstl34
id die first
to be clean of thought and speech and act to be
self sacrificing to love truth to reverence right these
were some of the principles that should be taught to students
and as stated by a student of dr maeser were the things
which he practiced35
practiced 35
my young

1
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karl

G

maeser was not

satisfied with

an individual

being only of good moral character he believed that a person
should have religious
religions convictions as well

the spiritual development of the individual is an
indispensable requisite of true education religious trainindispensible
ing should be based upon scripture but it should not be
dogmatic theology on the pharisaic or puritan plan nor a
scientifically diluted system after the unitarian fashion 36
why we are here
questions concerning where we came from
come to the attention of all men and
where are we going
philosophers have tried in vain to solve them
revealed
questions 37
religion gives the answer to such questions37
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints is
engaged in building up within its own sphere an educational system which contemplates not only the introduction
of theology as a branch of the regular curriculum but
the consummation of a plan according to which all management instructions studies and methods shall bebrought
be38 brought
lordo
lorda
lord38
into harmony with the inspired word of the Lord
lord0
the purpose of the establishment of schools in which
religious instruction could be given was to combat the
and
invasion of unbelief skepticism moral deficienciesand
deficiencies
other objectionable influences which were present in

society39
society 39
the main object of
36
36maeser
3maeser
Maeser

37ibid

religious training is to
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tain for the pupil
living testimony of

assistance of the holy spirit a
god our father of jesus christ our
by the

savior and of the divinity of the latter day work
the
purpose of that testimony is to enable a student to shape all
his feelings thoughts words and actions in conformity with
4
his testimony 40
man shall hot live by bread alone but by every word
proceedeth
edeth out of the mouth of god
that proce
this statement
placed the object of mans life far above ordinary concepts
not by bread alone neither for bread alone does man live
there are higher objects yet to be attained other truths to
be learned and greater works to be done 41
pupils who have
bave this broader concept of life and its
purposes are able to visualize higher ambitions and establish
more worthwhile

goals

eva maeser crandall
Or
said
andall

father deliver an address in the provo
fore ordination at the
tabernacle on the subject of foreordination
and the books will be
he said
finish of his
talk
opened and my guardian angel will stand by me and as
he opens the book he will say look
and 1I will look
how beautiful
and then the angel will say
and say
and then he will
have been
that is what you could
4
turn the leaf and say this iswhat
is what you have been 42
1I

heard

my

4libid
ibid p 42
42
42statement
statement by eva maeser crandall personal interew february 18 1950
view
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maeyers
maesers
Mae sers educational philosophy would not be complete
without including some of his sayings
his students
friends and fellow teachers alike remember him for these
short concise statements so full of meaning

infidelity is
be yourself

here

the lord never gets in debt to any man
dobs
the lord never doss
does anything arbitrarily
make the man within your living ideal
everyones life is an object lesson to others
say to your soul
let no unclean thing ever enter
one who has

spiritually

let

father
A

your

man

rudder

lost the spirit of the lord is

first

of honor

rather lose

shall please
if
it
teacher in heaven

him

is
it
say

it

dead

good morning be to your heavenly

without character

1I would

a

of the soul
consumption ct
but always your better self

my
my

is like
right

a ship without a

arm than break my word

heavenly father

1I

will

be

not so much what a person says but what makes

indispensible
laudable ambition to excel is an indispensable
td success
requisite to
when 1I listen to a sermon 1I have my ears open to
the doctrine only
A

54

no man

than 1I

am

shall

be more exacting of me

of myself

or

my

conduct

that cheats another is a knave but
bat he that cheats
himself is a fool
our
oar patriarchal blessings are paragraphs from the
he

oar
book of our

possibilities

are tempted to go into a saloon
me your teacher
we go to the east for learning but
bat the east will
come to the west for wisdom
no righteous
right eoas rales
nalea
nales
rulea
ruiea however rigid are too stringent
rules
for me 1I will live above them
eagerness to earn bread and butter has
bas overshadowed
many a golden opportunity
yoang academy is the parent trunk of a
youns
the brigham young
great educational
edacational banyan tree
yoa
school is a drill for the battle of life if you
yoa will ffali
fail in the drill you
ali in the battle
fall
ail
wo alq
1I would
uld
aid rather frust
trust my child to a serpent than to
frost
a teacher who does not believe in god
the good angels never lose an opportunity of calling
attention to something good in everybody
our prayers are addressed in the handwriting
hand writing of
all
oun
oar
the heart readable to god and oan
selves only
ourselves
youth deaands
denando recreation and if it is not provided
denands
in high places they will seek it in low places
the truly educated man will always speak to the underence
standing of the most on
unlearned
audi
aadi enoe
learned of his audience
A of a
you
yoa learn only the fraction of the att
all
alt
if
yoa have learned
principle practice at once that fraction you
us here
what we did before we came here conditioned as
as in the world to come
what we do here will
vail condition us
vali
boys
think of

yoa
when you

55

is
it
duty that

our
we

d to our line of
privilege to be so fastened
castere
fastere
cannot turn away by the strongest current

of temptation
everyone of you sooner or later must stand at the
forks of the road and choose between personal interests

principle of right
the lord has unconditionally declared the triumph of
his church but his promises to me are all conditional
my concern therefore
is about myself
and some

being without an aim in life or not possessing the
requisite concentration of purpose to assist him in resisting temptation or in sticking to his principles in
spite of allurements
allure ments is like a cork floating upon the
blows 43
water driven hither and thither by every wind that brlows43
A
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CHAPTER

FOUNDING

IV

OF THE BRIGHAM
BBIGHAM YOUNG ACADETKY
ACADEMY

in order to counteract the tendency of modern education toward infidelity president brigham young founded
the brigham young academy in the deed of trust executed
18
october 16 1875
it is expressly set forth that the bible
and other standard works of the church shall be among the
and
regular textbooks
text books ani
aai that nothing shall be taught in any
aal
ttl1 A group
way conflicting with the principles of the gospel 111
of seven persons appointed by president young comprised the
first board of trustees they were abraham 0 smoot william bringhurst leonard E harrington wilson
hilson
ulison H dusenberry
martha 3 coray myron tanner and harvey H oluff
cluff
oluff all of
them were residents of provo except bringhurst of spring
ville and harrington of american fork
by a deed of trust to the board of trustees president
young designated certain properties to the school
on this
property the present site of the farmers and merchants bank
was located the lewis building which was the first home of
the brigham young academy this building was built by jessie
lewis in 1867 and was designed primarily as a business block
young
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and amusement

the upper story of the building at the

hall

time of the endowment was being used by the school known as
gos branch of the deseret univexsity
timpanogos
the Timpano
university 2

the board of trustees completed their preliminary
work and effected an organization november 22 1875 by
electing the following officers president A 0 smoot
secretary W H dusenberry treasurer H H cluff the
establishment of this organization came at a time when the
Timpano gos branch had just been discontinued therefore
timpanogos
even though it was too late in the year to arrange a complete
school year it was deemed advisable to hold two preliminary
terms of tte
tib
tie brigham young academy warren N dusenberry
tle
gos branch was selected
who had been principal of the Timpano
timpanogos
to become principal of the academy he conducted the first
preliminary term which ended april 15 1876 with his
resignation mr dusenberry left the teaching profession
lawa
to begin the practice of law3
law 3 karl G maeser was called
at this time to become the new principal of the academy
maeser was introduced to president smoot and a meeting
of the board was called the board met and agreed to pay
professor maeser 1200 per year in such pay as was taken in
by the treasurer of the school
bythe
2jensen
ajensen op

3lbid

p
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on the twenty

first

day of

1876 the
april 186

new

onoe
once to the lewis
principal came to provo went at onee
lewia building
and straightening and arranging the rooms as best he might

prepared to open school on the monday following which was

just nine days after the close of the first preliminary
erm 4
term
tern
mr justice george sutherland has written his impression of the lewis building at the time he went to school
under dr

maeser

as follows

would gratify my sense of pride in the old school
it
1I could tell you that the building was a masterpiece
if
of architecture
but candor compels a contrary statement
besides although it was destroyed by fire long
ago pictures of it are still extant and prevarication
would be useless
stood at a corner on center street
it
a grim nondescript structure without beauty or grace or

aesthetic feature calculated to invite a second
look the lower floor was made up of two large rooms
at the front and two small ones at the back the upper
floor had been designed for use as a theater it consisted of one large room and a stage both so utterly
bare and gloomy as to make inappropriate any form of
entertainment except tragedy the rooms on both floors
any other

of course supplied with desks and other school
appearance of which as 1I am sure you
facilities the
will be glad to know 1I do not remember well enough to
describe
the prescribed entrances and exits were from the
east and west sides but there were also exits from the
front involving a perpendicular descent of some four feet
to the ground since their use however necessitated a
flying drop to a very hard sidewalk these exits were
utilized only by one hardy enough to face the risk of
having his back bone driven into the lower part of his
skull as a result of the impact it is unnecessary to
were
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add

that this alluring risk really brought

general use

them

into

1I had

heard such enthusiastic praise of the academy
that the reaction to my first view of this building was
one
ne of doubt and disappointment
fortunately the building was not the school but only the house in which the
school lived and the discovery of the school itself was
as though 1I had opened a rough shell and found a pearl
the soul of this school was karl G maeser and when 1I
came as 1I soon did to realize the tremendous import
troublemy
lezy
leay eyes
of that fact the ugly structure ceased to troubleay
troub lemy
leav
my doubts vanished and were replaced by the comfort of
certainty and a feeling of deep contenta
content5
content 5
during the previous term the former principal dues-

berry had been so busily engaged with his court duties that
there had been no records kept and certainly no regularity
nine and eleven oclock
A roll was found containing a list
and some days not at all
of names of nearly sixty students but the pupils who were
there to speak for themselves counted up to eleven
on the twenty fourth day of april 1876
186 dr maeser
began his teaching career at the brigham young academy in
provo as the sole teacher of that institution
the term was
to continue for ten weeks at the first student assembly
it was announced that school was to begin every morning
precisely at quarter to nine oclock
all provo trembled
with virtuous indignation at the idea of attempting to drag
children to school at such an unseemly hour as 845 am
school had

commenced anytime between

george A message to the 1941 graduating
5sutherland
sutherland
glass
University 1941 brigham young
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of brigham young university1941
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niversity
BYU library
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nothing but the potent spell attending the name of brigham
young and the iron will of the president of the board of
trustees could suffice to uphold the revolutionary professor
newfangled
fangled presumptions
however this procedure
in his new

outlined by the

new

principal

was adopted

and school went

on 6

there were those in provo who failed to appreciate what professor maeser was doing for the school and the
principles for which he stood many prominent and influential
men would secretly encourage his students outside of school
not to listen to the old dutchman 7 one good bishop drew
the professor aside one day and told him if he persisted in
such enlightened measures he would work up a revolution in

still

11

provo 8

nevertheless in spite of all these controversies
brother maeser imbued with the spirit of his calling put
his faith and confidence in god and struggled on
A sheet of scratch paper with twenty nine names
written in pencil and with some information written in ink
was found by the writer among some books in the attic of
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the maeser building in march of 1950 the twenty nine names
are those of the first students to enroll under prof
professor
essor
assor
maeser at the brigham young academy april 24 1876
the
following is the information and the list of names written
on the paper
names of students of the preliminary term entered
april 1876 to june 30 1876 twenty nine entered first
see
day
59 for whole term
black book JBK

little

mary J

john cluff alice smoot newell olive smoot
a bullock smoot louisa bean thompson rose
bean electa
elect
moore searle hannah billings booth martha john williams
hannah stubbs jones rose mcewan haws sarah eggertsen
rogers
eRogers
bogens diantha
cluff reed smoot alma greenwood fannierogers
fannie rogens
Fanni
billings worsely zina smoot whitney john J walton
mary nielson hansen caddie daniels mills mary roberts
minerva jones dailey emma stubbs taylor rachel
farrer mcewan
S P eggertsen joseph B keeler
ferre
jonathan L harvey andrew watson thomas stradling

i

marietta riggs beesley
P S
these names were written at a reunion held
at the residence of joseph B keeler may 26 1920 those
no checks were
were at reunion at this day
checked
written on the paper by the names 9
no previous attempt has ever been made to publish
a list of the original twenty nine
J marinus jensen stated
in the history of brigham young university
there were twenty nine students registered on the
opening day and those students have been known throughout the years as the original twenty nine
oot
smoot
snoot
reed sm
us that he was the first student to register and
tells
joseph B keeler has often said in public and in private
that he was the twenty ninth unfortunately there are
no
attemplts
to records of the preliminary term therefore attempts

9the
athe
the sheet of scratch paper referred to above
the brigham young university library

is in
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of the students have
list
factory in the first place no one of
remember the twenty nine in the 18
cond
second
agreed entirely on the same list 10

to complete a

been unsatisthem could ever

place

they never

maeserwas
Mae serwas
was a
stated before professor maeser
strict advocate of having a definite program to follow and
in keeping records of things accomplished it was while he
was trying to formulate a program of school work during the
week of school that he received word from president
weekok
first weekof
young on friday that he would visit him the following sunday
brother maeser tried and tried to lay out a plan of work to
show president young what the school expected to accomplish
finally after futile attempts from friday until sunday
morning he went before his heavenly father and asked for
help the burden was lifted from his heart and he wrote for
more than an hour and brought into being the plans for his
work at the academy 11
As

has been

only the work of the grammar department was organized
by professor maeser for this preliminary term however this
program was outlined in a complete and
i

set
and

detailed

manner

he

classes on a one half hour basis beginning at nine am
continuing until three pm with one half hour for lunch

up

lo
lojensen
lowensen
jensen op cit p 20 mr newbern 1I butt stated
to the writer that he feels this is an authentic list of the
original twenty nine because it was compiled by members of
this group under the direction of joseph B keeler
llpeay
peay ida stewart A story dr maeser told
improvement era
january 1914 P 194
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every thirty minutes a different subject was introduced to the
pupils not only did he make a written outline of subjects
to be taught but he wrote down the page numbers from books
being used for each days assignment andor the title of each
lesson for each day under each subject
the preliminary term comprised ten weeks nine of
which were given to instruction and the final week for
examination this term was always called the experimental
term
tern by dr maeser because it was so largely made up of
trials and experiments

at the conclusion
was made to

of

this term the following report

his superiors and for his

statistical
april

own
ova

record

REPORT FOR SECOND TERM

24

june

30

1876

prof karl G maeser took charge of the academy as
principal april 24 1876 this being the first term
organisation it was deemed expedient to only
of the new organization
org
organish
organise
anise the grammar department at this term as the
organization of the other departments would have necessiorganisation
tated the employment of more teachers which the finances
there
of the institution for the present did not warrant
immatriculated during the present term 67 students
immatrioulated
have im
matriculated
of which 36 belonged to the V reader 01
cl and 31 to the
IV reader 01
organish
to org
organise
anise 3 arithmetic
cl it was necessary
glasses
classes viz A with 17 B with 20 and 0 with 30 studwas taught in 2 classes viz A
ents mental arithmetic
arithmetrb
with 27 and B with 31 students 9 students being excused
geography was taught in 2 glasses
from this study
classes A
was practiced
practised
with 19 and B with 27 students elocution
1
by 20 students rhetoric by 15
and grammar was taught in
2 classes viz A with 20 and B with 37 students
spelling was taught in 1 class formed by all students of the
academy
class of 9 students
natural history comprised a glass
and N L history of 5
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the punctuality order and conduct of the students
in general have been commendable but regularity in
attendance is yet considerably interfered with in some
A written examination in arithmetic
geography
instances
and grammar was made during the last week of the term
commencement day took place in presence of the board and

patrons of the academy june 29 1IPP m12
during the summer vacation in 1876
186 under the direction
of the board of trustees professor maeser and elder dusenberry
made a canvas

of the various towns of the county giving in-

and
ard soliciting attendance of the
formation about the school ana
young people at the academy
subsequent visits were made
by professor maeser every summer while he remained at the

brigham young academy however

they took him not only to the
over the ch
church
urch 13

people in this county but all
st term of the first
the fir
first

i
1

academic year

com-

president young had planned to be
present at the opening day of school to dedicate the build
ing but severe illness prevented his attendance accordingly
1
ered the dedicatory prayer 14
offered
daniel H wells off
the first academic year was divided into four terms
at the close of each term professor maeser made a report of
the work done which was mailed to the general authorities of

menced

i

fuli
full
fall

provo

august

1876

21
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the church
books

and

in each report

outlined the classes text
page numbers as he had done in his report for the
he

preliminary term
the attendance was not large at the beginning of the
school year but it gradually grew until the enro
clment
enrollment
llment reached
272 by the end of the year
the academy was conducted on the
graded plan with the grammar department conducted by karl G
maeser the intermediate department conducted by professor M
H

hardy and the primary department conducted by miss tennie

smoot

the primary department consisted of classes in the
following 11
II readers 1I readers primers arithmetic
writing object lesson dictation and a class in oral
exercises and elementary steps in drawing
the intermediate department consisted of the following classes IV readers 111
III
lii readers arithmetic mental
ili
arithmetic grammar composition oral grammar geography
dictation penmanship and pronunciation
the
following

grammar department

consisted of classes in the

reader arithmetic mental arithmetic grammar
penmanship geography dictation elocution and rhetoric15
Rhetoric 15
two other departments were formed the normal and
the academic
the principal branches of the academic department were bookkeeping higher arithmetic algebra philosophy
V

15
15register
register of

ap 17
18
studies pp
1718
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mineralogy technical drawing and orthography 16
moraal department organized at the beginning of
the normal
nornal
noraal
Mae sers consciousmaesers
the first term of school work reflected maeyers
ness of the need for better qualified teachers it was
apparent that students entering the academy were in need of

training in the basic subjects nine students
17
grammar
department
join
from the
volunteered to
the complete course covered two academic years and
was divided into three divisions
a preparatory course
students desirous of entering this course must be qualified to attend the classes
of the fifth reader grade and may advance after a satexamination at the end of any term in the
isfactory
is
more thorough

advanced course

advanced course
course must pass a

students desirous of entering
satisfactory examination in rethis
gard to their qualification they may graduate and
apply for a diploma as competent teachers at the
t he end
he fourth term
of the
c finishing course
practical teachers if suf
fioently
ficently qualified may enter this course at any time
by special examination at the end of
and may g1gduate
graduate
10
b

any term
terra
tenn
tern

the normal students received daily instructions regarding methods of teaching rules of discipline catechization drawing up of daily programs devising plans of studies
16registex
ap 17
18
register of studies pp
1718
17
17register
register of studies p 19
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180ircular
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for schools grading and handling of textbooks keeping
records so dominant did this department become that some
years later the ohar
church
chur oh designated the brigham young academy
char
as

its

normal college 19

this
ers

all

maeser

normal school soon became the alma mater of teach-

over the intermountain west

not only did brother

train teachers for other church academies

district
itself
and

but also for the brigham young academy
with the exception of professor hardy and the
desultory help of bishop J E booth all the teachers
who labored with brother maeser from the beginning of
his labors in this academy to the very close thereof
were all those who had been trained by himself or of
his own raising as he quaintly puts it 20

schools

in conformity with the spirit of the institution from
its very first term no day ever passed without its full
quota of religious studies A theological class was conducted
as a required subject
this class not only included the
teaching of principles doctrines and ordinances of the
gospel as contained in the four standard works of the church
but also served as a practical course of training in habits
by applying the doctrines that were taught
three students
of the academy requested to be excused from attending the
theological class but instructions were given by president
19
19circular
circular

92
of brigham young academy 1891
189192
comans journal
20dr
the young womans
dr karl G maeser

august 1892

p
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brigham young that an excuse from this class should not be
granted to any student of the assembly in the future 21

not only

was

course of study but

theology taught as a separate required

it

the atmosphere of the whole
at 830 am the first bell would ring and then
school
a second bell at 845 aa
am at which time students were to
be in their class rooms
five minutes were given for roll
call after which the pupils would proceed quickly to the
general assembly hall for the morning devotional exercises
which preceded the regular class work each day 22 in the
morning meeting professor maeser always talked to the students
and faculty
elder bryant S hinckley has said that although
these inspirational talks of brother maeser took place every
day still they never grew tired of listening to him because
he always gave them such helpful counsel 23
because religious studies were the most important
aspect of the school it might be well to examine a contemporary deseret News
newsdescription
description of the different methods used
in teaching theology to the students
the theological instructions of the academy form
the basis and foundation or rather focus of all the
studies and the whole discipline and a theological
was

2lregister
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organization pervades the entire academy the exercises
commence and close with singing for vdiich
which purpose a
choir has been organized and is assisted by as
ealine
eafine
fine a
cabinet organ as is to be found in utah the opening
and closing prayers in the grammar and intermediate
departments are either delivered by the respective
professor or he calls more frequently on any of the
young students to do it which is always responded to
students that hold the priesthood report every
all those
other tuesday at 3 pm in the priesthood meeting
where instructions on the ordinances of the gospel and
&o
&c
are given sometimes the
the duties of elders ac
younger br
bear their testimony and very touchbretherd
brethern
ethern
ing utterances are occasionally made by these young men
there is every day in the grammar department a theological exercise from half past two to three pm in
which on tuesdays and fridays there is reading and
expounding the book of mormon for which purpose maps
designating the most prominent counties and towns in
the book of mormon are drawn and reference is also
made to the present map of south and central america
on mondays there is church history and thursday bible
exercise on wednesday at half past two pm all the
fromthe
the interstudents of the fourth reader class from
mediate department join the academical students in
maesers
Mae
professor maeyers
sers class room for the purpose of attending the theological class which is also attended freq
frea
bently by former students who have asked that privilege
uently
programme
pro gramme of proceedings is as follows roll call
the programma
by monitor of the theological department who is a
seventy and who keeps the roll of this class and of the
priesthood singing by choir the monitor fox
for the musical department giving out the hymn prayer by one of
the students the young men having taken their places
in the order of their priesthood those having no
priesthood remaining in their regular seats singing
again by the choir during this exercise the principal
prof maeser is the organist and practices
practises the hymns
with the choir which he may want them to sing in a
separate singing lesson once a week the secretarys
secre tarys
place is filled by a young lady student who takes turns
each one nominating every time her own successor
the
minutes of the previous meeting are read and adopted
and then she is expected to enter them over her signature in a large book kept for the purpose the chair
is occupied in turns by the young men who hold the
priesthood each one nominating his own successor the
principal occupies a seat behind the chairman to assist
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with counsel whenever needful the executive committee consisting of three students from the grammar and
having
three students from the intermediate department baving
mants for the exercises and
previously made all the appoint
appointments
end answers hands them now to the principal
questions and
for his approval or alteration while the chair
calls
for the exercise from the bible or book of mormon A
student appointed for this exercise is expected to occupy
about fifteen minutes
subjects are given by the principal and appointments by the ex committee sometimes
the principal makes some additional remarks to this exercise if the nature of the subject should require then
pros e and one in poetry from standfollows a reading in prose
ard works of the church then an essay on some divine
truth which is kept on file then comes answers to questions handed in and assigned for answer the week previous
only questions of a theological nature are admitted
is surprising what progress the young people are
it
making in those answers
the chairman either gives an
aag
one
aae else to do so which
address himself or calls on some oag
la s got
is always responded to prof hardy if he has
through with his own theological class by this time or
the principal gives some instructions and then a member
of the ex committee reads the new appointments after
prof maeser has given the essay concluding with singing and prayer as before
in the meantime prof hardy has had the remaining
pupils of the intermediate department and those of the
primary together in his classroom in a similar class
where the catechism is used and the history of joseph
smith the prophet and simple bible stories are treated
upon he reads the book of mormon also twice a week in
his whole department on alternate days with the principal that these can be loaned from one department into
another as they have about seventy five books of mormon
on hand which are not enough for both
the primary department conducted by miss tennie
smoot peruse the juvenile instructor little stories
from scripture occasionally and they have to learn
each week a little piece of poetry which is taught
them daily by repetition until they know it
the leading principle of the discipline is confidby which the principle of strict verence and trust
acity and reliability is cultivated in the pupils and
him
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with very few exceptions the students and their reports
can be trusted
the lord is blessing the labors and
efforts of the principal and his assistants and the
students love the institution although it takes new
scholars always a little time to get used to the above
described way of doing things as it is so different
from that of every school they have seen before

there are a few young men and boys in the academy
who do not belong to the church but they participate
as
the rest
in the theological exercise as attentively
2
and appear to be deeply interested24
interested224
interested
the first printed circular distributed by the brigham
briehan
young academy of which we have any record was one soliciting books for the library and bears the date of december 21
1877
this circular was addressed to patrons and friends of
education the following is an excerpt taken from it
from the founding of this academy the forming of a
library has been one of the chief objects of the board of
directors and the faculty but the want of means has prevented us thus far from acquiring this essential element of an educational institution the rapid development of the academy however in number of students as
well as in studies has made it an imperative necessity
to secure to us in some way the privileges of a library
the lack of which is proving seriously detrimental to
progress 25
our progress25
during the second academic year in 1877 the poly
sophical society was organized the purpose of this society
was to afford recreation and opportunity for students to
acquire information in various subjects outside the regular
24register
register of

studies
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mork
routine of school work
vork
rork and gain experience and practice in
public speaking singing acting and other fine arts
this
was an extra
curricular activity and membership in the organextracurricular
ization was optional the society was divided into several
sections each section pursuing a different branch of study
such as science literature art government and the like
A program was staged every friday night by the society to
which the public was invited to attend 26

musical department was added to the list of optionsusa young gates
daring the third academic year
al studies during
gives a good description of its inception
A

day some weeks after the opening of the school
brother maeser was walking home with myself and my mother
when my mother mentioned to him that she would like me
to arrange to give some music lessons while in school
one

susa understand music well enough to give
he asked standing still in the middle of the
lessons
road and planting his stick down to emphasize his question
does miss

of course she does she has given lessons ever since
was the answer
she was fourteen
1
I must think of that said bro maeser musingly
and forthwith
thwite there sprang into his brain the inspiration
for thwith
depart nalt
mait a feature of the acadwhich made the musical department
nelt
emy for all time
there had been some hours once a week
to the practicing of hymns under the guidance of that
but they
faithful choir leader brother james E daniels many
were irregular and unsatisfactory because of the

t

duties which prevented brother daniels regular attendance
within a few days a formal department was opened for
the study of vocal and instrumental music
there was no
piano in the academy and 1I bought one for myself and
placed it in the building for use as long as 1I remained
roon and it
boom
boon
there A room was set apart for the music room
was carpeted hung with pictures and the windows draped
26ciroular
80
187980
circular of brigham young academy 1879
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was made as cosy and pretty as
it
means and unlimited interest could make it
it
eveningss when the
the merry evenin
rendezvous

with lace

all
B

in fact

limited
was the
for all
Poly
polysophical
sophical failed to prove an attractionS
attraction2
attractions
attraction 2 7
the ladies work department was organized in 1879
A and
TO nen
young aomen
vomen
men were graded and arranged in classes att
all
alt
with sister zina young card at the head as matron each

received instruction in needle2
work embroidery knitting sewing and other domestic duties 28
jens en points out every young lady attending the academy
As jensen
is required to produce during each term at least one piece of
work of her own hands for which she will receive a percentage
of relative efficiency as in her regular studiesr29
studies

class met twice

a week and

in writing about her calling to this work department
zina young card stated
mork
each year made the young ladies work
mrk class a more
important feature of the institution not only in teaching plain and fancy needle work but in lectures that
were suited to the needs of young girls away from home
influences in addition to that labor 1I assisted them
them when
sited
isited
in finding suitable boarding places vv30
0
a
was
to
and
them
mother
in
fact
ill
27
27gates
gates susa young th
8 original musical department
the
womans
pp 338339
comans journal may 1892pp
338 339
1892 ap
the young yomans
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29
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jensen op cit p 23

girls
nal

300ard
the original work department for
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comans jourthe young womans
of the brigham young academy
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monitorial
monitoral
the Moni
toral organization was established in the
school in order to give every pupil something to be responsible for outside and beyond his own individual concerns
something which would be essential for the good of the whole
school or group of which he or she was a part maeser
believed whatever could be done by the pupils should never
be done by the teachers
such work as looking after the

ventilation temperature

and order of the room

the desks

and apparatus

students not engaged in
recitation roll call attending to visitors order in the
class rooms and the premises before between and after
recitation time should be done by the students he has
written with regard to this training
1I would rather recommend a student to positions of
trust that can be depended on to carry a letter to
garcia as the saying is than one with the highest
manners but
intellectual attainments and polished nanners
lacking that essential qualification of real worth
namely that he can always be depended on31
monitorial
monitoral
the Moni
toral organization was to help students
develop this kind of dependability
because students came to the brigham young academy
from so many distant localities brother maeser found it necessary in the earlyorganization
early organization of the school to establish
the domestic organization for the purpose of looking after
blackboards

books

3lmaeser
maeser karl G
instructor march 1901

the monitorial system
pp
ap 153
154
153154
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the welfare of the students outside of school in each
home where students were boarding a senior was appointed
who

had general supervision of

in that

home

they were to

all other students living
look after social habits

observance of the word of wisdom and other matters of
personal welfare this organization also divided provo

into four wards each ward was presided over by a president
and two coun
counsellors
sellors visitors were appointed to visit the
students in the capacity of block or ward teachers weekly
ward meetings were held in which visitors and seniors handed in reports and received further instructions32
instructions 32
rules and regulations were formulated for the guidance particularly of the younger students who came from
other localities and all students who demonstrated their
33
themselves33
inability to govern and control themselves
individual cases were handled on the basis of rules
and regulations adapted by the faculty
inthe general cir82 under domestic
188182
cular of the school for the year 1881
organization the following are given as rules governing
students attending the academy all of these regulations
applied to the out of town students and many of tham
them to
thea
students whose homes were in provo
332yiaeser
maeser

031
331
331bid
33ibid
bid
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students
all
domestic regulations
a

of the academy are subject to our
in and out of school

vulgar language profanity or obscenity in any
form is strictly prohibited and may be punished with
expulsion
c
smoking or the use of strong drinks is not
b

allowed

students shall not attend public or private
parties without a written permit from the principal
no student shall chose a boarding place or
e
lodging unless such be beapproved
approved of by the board or
d

the

one

faculty
f where two or more students reside in one house
of them will be appointed to act as senior

the students from outside of provo form the
domestic department and meet every two weeks for reg

port

lady students are under the special superintendency of a lady teacher
from home
te away fron
i students are expected nota to be
after regulation hours without written report to the
principal next day
h

representatives of
bi weekly
the principal at their residence biweekly
boarding can be obtained at the rate of 300
k
and 400 per week
no
ko student can honorably discontinue at
tendance
1
endance
attendance
3 .44
principal3
principale
cipa
Principal
without a written discharge from the Prin
cida
irin
regulations at the brigham young academy boarding
house were also ordered by the principal and reported at the
faculty meeting held august 14 1885 these regulations
j

young
al

students will

be

visited

by

34
34circular
circular of brigham young academy
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for governing this boarding house and to be an example
to be followed in other homes where students resided
time table rising during ist and ath
4th terms at
6 am
during 2d
ad and 3d
ad terms at 630 am
second beli
bell roll call prayer and breakfast during
and 4th
ad and ord at 730
ath terms at 7 am during 2d
ist
am
beli only saturday and sunday for lunch at
third bell

were

1

pm

fourth beli
bell supper at 530 pm
73q
bell
beli
beil study during ist and 4th
fifth
ath terms at 73p
pm
pa during 2nd
and and ord terms at 7 pm
study to close
at 9 pm with evening prayer
pa
sixth bell
beli beli
beil
bell call retiring at 10 pm
GENERAL regulations
every boarder shall before receiving his admit
to the boarding house give his word of honor to the
principal for the faithful observance of these present
1

regulations

every boarder shall at all times cultivate a
gentlemanly or ladylike behavior
every boarder is subject to the supervision and
3
direction of the presiding tutor
every boarder shall perform according to0 regular
4
appointment his share of domestic duties necessary for
the comfort of his fellow students
5
the food of the boarders is regulated according
to the spirit of the word of wisdom
6
visitors cannot partake of any hospitality of
the establishment without arrangement with the steward
7
the board bill has to be regulated with the
steward in advance
2

78

every boarder shall
ahall
shail appear at morning roll call
shali
orderly and cleanly dressed after having put his room
in order
9
the boarders shall provide their own toilet
8

utensils blankets quilts

sheeting
cases of sickness shall be reported at once to
10
the presiding tutor
any damage to property in the establishment shall
11
be reported to the steward for adjustment
any complaints on the part of or against boarders
12
ahall
shail
shall
shali be made to the principal only
13
the boarders shall proceed to their meals in
prescribed order
no boarder shall enter the dining room or kitchen
14
cf meal times except by appointment
outside of
no boarder shall enter any other private room
15
without special permission of the regular occupant but
not at all between study bell at 7 pm and prayer bell
at 7 am without permission of the presiding tutor
16
boarders of opposite sexes shall never enter one
an others private rooms
room
boom
boon inspection by the presiding tutor and the
booc
17
matron respectively every morning after breakfast
18
window

and

boarders shall not throw anything out of the

by order of the principal
willard done presiding tutor

another regulation added

will
ihil
tall

it

jos

mrs

later

B
M

keeler steward
J tanner

that no student
private party unless

was

public or
be conducted under the auspices of the priesthood
be permitted to attend a

35
35faculty
faculty

fatuity

minutes

36
36faculty
faculty

minutes

august 14
august 29

35
matron35
Matron

1885

1884

36
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every student upon entering the school was interviewed by professor maeser and put on his word of honor to

rules of the school the student was then asked
to read his little piece answer a simple question or
write a short specimen so that he could be assigned to the
qualified 37
grade for which he was best qualified37
continuedto to grow both in enrollment and
the school continued
enrichment of study opportunity by the eighth academic
year 1883
188344 the average number of students was over four
hundred and the number of departments totaled seven as was
announced in the circularbr
circular br the year more room was needed
consequently through the efforts and liberality of president A 0 smoot and other members two additions were made
to the lewis building thus making the building more conveobey the

nient and comfortable

the new rooms had been in use only six months however when in the night of january 24 1884 the night preceding the opening of the third term the whole structure
was destroyed by fire
insurancee and the very
there was no insuram

existence of the academy was threatened much of the furniture however was saved and on monday morning principal
maeser called the faculty and students together and through
the

37done willard
the old brigham young academy
young comans
june 1892 p 385
womans journal
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THE LEWIS BUILDING
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the cooperation of the school board faculty students and
patrons suitable quarters were fitted up for the two remaining terms of
sometime

yean 38
year
that year38
ruins
later when looking at the blackened ruina

of what had once been the brigham young academy
yes fire has destroyed the house
maeser said
academy

lives

on
oa

brother
but the

39

1884 85 the school was held
the following year 188485
in the Z C M a1 warehouse at the south end of university
avenue
the building was subdivided into eleven rooms to
accommodate the four hundred pupils
this was the home of

the academy

until

1892

the finances of the institution had been running low
and the period of greatest distress came after the fire a
time referred to in later years by principal maeser as those
dark days when the school could not pay it
itsa rent and the
teachers did not receive their meager salaries at the
close of the tenth academic year 1885 a member of the
board moved to close the school
it was then that professor
maeser and his faculty showed their loyalty and taught for
400
academy40
Academy
anything that might be had rather than close the academy0
38
38circular
circular of brigham young academy
39
39maeser
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tile fire great interest
tiie
after the

the public and

2000

was

manifested by

subscribed by members as well as
non members of the church to rebuild the academy house
plans for the new building were made by brother J
professor
don carlos young from suggestions made to him by prof
es son
sor
maeser

karl G
41
laida
laid
laid1

and

was

the foundation for the

new academy was

because of a lack of funds
rands no furttlerbuild
further buildeva maeser grandall
ing was carried on for a number of years
crandall
however

has said
used to go every sunday morning that the weather
would permit to the foundation of the building
there
even sidewalks
time it was outside of
at
werent
that
provo
1I didnt even remember when the corner stones
were laid but all 1I can remember is that the mortar
and rocks were breaking away from the foundation and
alq
my father wo
uld
would
ald point to the different rooms and he
would say
this will be the office
will be the
this
pointing to the different rooms he
reading room
identified them in this manner I1 looked up and said
but father it vzlll
wili
will never be finished the foundation
exambling away even the rocks are falling
exampling
crumbling
he had
ambling
is ex
a cane which had belonged to brigham young which he
1I
had a dogs head on the end
always carried and
remember how my father stood up and put that cane in the
we

it

no no my child this will be finished
ground and said
temple
pointing
to
and many more and on that hill
2
tt42
1
seen
have
for
I
hill

it

the individuality of a
more depends on the style of building or the manner

karl
school
i

of

its

no

G

view

than an elaborate or inferior dress deter

equipment

4libid
ibid
1

maeser has written

p

95
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42statement
statement by eva maeser
february 18 1950

crandall personal inter-
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mines the
ing it
ito43
ita

it3

academy

intellectual or moral character of the person wearthis is particularly true of the brigham young
maesers
Mae sers administration will
the school during dr maeyers

its elaborate buildings

not be remembered because of

but

because of the unique way in which karl G maeser administered
the school program he was the hub of the wheel so to speak

in matters of discipline
he displayed both the fierceness of a lion and the meekness
of a lamb he warmed students physically at times but he
also warmed them spiritually he was a strict advocate of
precision and order and he expected the students and faculty
members to respect his authority and abide by his decision
around which the school was

built

discipline matters were handled by him while
others were made topics for discussion in faculty meetings
and the faculty assisted in making the decisions regarding
some

uniformity in the school
questions presented in faculty meet-

the punishment to be meted out
program was desired and

ings

attest this point
late

question

what

shall

with pupils coming in

be done

decision to remain at or near the door until recognized by the teacher
concerning the difference between pupil and student

it

was

decided that

the

members

43
43maeser
Maeser

beps
of the primary and intermediate deps

school
school&& fireside
schoola

p

254

sic
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styled pupils and those of the grammar and academical
classes students it was further decided that the primary pupils be called simply by their surname in a cordial
manner those of the intermediate dep master and miss
respectively and those of the higher deps
beps mr and miss
respectively44
respectively 44
however with this seeming formality great care was
exercised to see that children were taught how to act properly in the faculty meeting of september 7 1876 prof
maeser urged that politeness be diligently taught early and
naturally pupils
puplis to respect themselves learning and practicing their duty to each other acquiring an easy and pleasant
yet with regard to dismorning and evening salutation
obedient students maeser instructed his fellow teachers to
discharge any refractory pupil at once to the principal 45
willard done has expressed what it meant to be called into
the office when he wrote
Is there a student of the institution who has forgotten any individual case of being called into the
so his mind must possess but little reoffice
if
tentive power whatever the offense may have been
whether the perfectly natural but almost unpardonable
one of making love to a young lady student or the minor
one of being out of order the stern look from the piercing eyes of our principal would silence all denials on
draw from his a confession
the part of the culprit
and
himself6
himself 466
in spite of himself46
trivial matters were made a part of faculty meetings
in order that there would be no irregularity of procedure
be

44
44faculty
faculty minutes

bid

451
451bid
ibid

46done
done

august

september
op

cit

7

p

1876
386

31

1876
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in classes it was resolved to adopt a uniform course of
out of five methods the hand method was
asking questions
considered best as it gave each one a chance to answer 477
dr maeser made it a part of his work to know what
about the school one of his students has
stated that he did not stay in his office during his school
hours he was either teaching or supervising he was not

was going on

sitting at his
that

desk

he was a supervisor to

he had been on the job to see what was

all the classes
going on in all

of the classes is apparent from the faculty minutes which

relate that

instructed the teachers and monitors with
regard to the order and cleanliness of their departments
he had noticed much slackness in the way students were failing
to keep their desks in order and paper was scattered on the
floor teachers and monitors were held responsible for these
things and they were expected to set an example to their
49regarding
regarding this close supervision willard done has
students 49
written
there was no danger of his becoming slovenly in his
work or fossilized in his ideas for no one knew when a
visit from the watchful principal during the recitation
of that teachers class would materially straighten
out the former and brighten up the latter and such a

i

he

47
47faculty
faculty minutes september 21 1876
48
48statement
statement by annie nielson eggertson
interview
inter view april 11 1950
49
49faculty
faculty minutes september 7 1877

personal

48
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invariably followed by a private
interview with that teacher or a general instruction
at the meeting of the faculty yet in all this watchfulness
ful ness his object was ever the advancement of the
imporvement
imporvem6nt of the
and
the
the
interests of 5 the
institution
instructors5
instructors 0
A teacher was expected at all times to be acquainted
with the work of his pupils teachers were instructed to
examine the report of each pupil once each week and more
often if possible 51 the teachers responsibility did not
end
with the school room however and it was made known
endwith
in faculty meeting that a report having reached the principal that two of our students were overheard behind hines
billard saloon daring each other to enter the matter was
investigated and thes
the students
trudents suspected found innocent
the
tudents
thestudents
teachers were instructed to be very vigilant in such matters
all activities engaged in by students had to be known
to the principal the faculty minutes record that
great
the principal stated that a grat deal of private
correspondence had been carried on among the students
and that having discovered a link he had followed it
up until he found the whole chain
the students had
expressed th5mselves
as being very sorry for their
themselves
themselves
misconduct53
misconduct5
misconduct 553
it is possible that at times his strict supervision

visit

was almost

50done
5done
adone
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december 21

1883

8
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carried too far because sometimes students did not govern
themselves as well when not under his jurisdiction
in faculty
meeting it was reported that during the absence of the principal last week to S L city the young boys were out every
night 54
one of the prominent features of the discipline program was the social standing of the students
there was
constantly kept before them the ideal of
cf being the best they
could possibly be
dont be a scrub dr maeser would say
As time went on and some students reacted negatively to the
treatment of the principal and faculty the principal felt
that a new regulation would be necessary
has been deemed necessary to make a nicer disit
tinction between good students and those who had no
sense of honor
the latter were to be degraded to
second grade students all confidence was to be withdrawn from them and they were to forfeit a great many
privileges enjoyed by regular students this humiliation was to take place in the presence of the faculty
in order that all the teachers might know their true
standing for repeated serious offenses four students
were thus degraded in the presence sii
Faculty 55
sic faculty55
slo
sio
sli
along with the discipline of the students a certain
amount of regulation was adapted to the faculty
in the
meeting of february 15 1884
the teachers were instructed
to be able to give at any time the exact name of students
they were also
in each of their respective classes
was

54
54faculty
Faculty

551ibid
551bid
bid

april

minutes

january

4

1884

3

1889

89
69

strictly

charged to see that no lady student was permitted
to go cut without some covering on her head at1t and they were
asked to regulate

their watches

chronometer in the normal room

each morning by the academy
5
56

students he judged his success in teaching not alone by subject matter learned but by the transA parabe brought about in individual students
formation he
mount point of his philosophy was the worth and individuality
of each person he considered each individual as a single
responsibility in his work as principal the story of a
widows son who attended the school perhaps best illustrates
this point
in the southern part of utah there lived a poor widow and her son the latter a wild
impudent intractable
youth whose transgressions often brought his mother into
he was known as the terror of the town
sore distress
he had almost reached the period of manhood without having
one evening the bishopric
curbed this insubordination
of the ward in which he lived proposed to him that he
attend the brigham young academy in this proposition
they had two purposes one was that they might rid themselves of him andthe other that he might improve himmouid
would
self they were willing to furnish the money if he mould

karl

but

knew

go

the proposition was placed before him he accepted
his mother agreed to it and in a very short time he was
enrolled as a student in the above mentioned school one
glance was sufficient to convince his associates that he
he came to school with his
was not to be trifled with
books under his arm and a six shooter in his hip pocket
was difficult for him to accustom himself to his new
it
surroundings he felt like a young bronco newly saddled
when

56
56faculty
faculty

minutes

february

15

1884

90

before the end of the first week he had a difficulty
whoa he manifested such a degree of
with his teacher to whom
insubordination that his instructors appealed to president
maeser of the academy to have him suspended
with bowed
head the principal listened without uttering a word
finally he broke the silence and said try him once
more he is the son of a widow whose entire hope is
centered in him she knows her boy better than we do
she hopes and prays that some day he will see the foolishness of his ways and change them she has written
me several letters in which she has pleaded with me to
try and save him 1I have promised that 1I would do my
give him one more
keep ay promise
best and 1I will keepzy
chance

the instructors returned to their classrooms
class rooms in
compliance with the masters wishes
try as they would
their efforts were in vain and the young man remainallwholly
ed
uncontrollable at the end of another week the
instructors returned to the office of the principal and
placed two propositions before him the one was that
this young man should be dismissed from the school forthwith the other that in the event the principal could
not see his way clear to dismiss him they would hand in
their resignations to take effect immediately
that
young man is a terror
said one of the instructors we
have done our best but have failed absolutely
send
him to me
said brother maeser
in a few minutes the young man entered the principals
room
did you send for me he asked in a low but
defiant voice
yes sir
replied the genial principal 1 I sent for
sit
you because 1I have to inform you that you must leave this
11

institution

tomorrow morning

answered the yet unsubdued youth
and left the room
burned
turned about andleft
good

he then

in the middle of the following night brother maeser
awoke from his slumber and thought of the wild youth whom
no one seemed able to tame who was to be expelled from
the school on the following morning he also thought of
the anxious widow and how she had pleaded with him that
he arose from his bed knelt by
he might save her son
the side of it and laid the matter before the lord and
dear father
this was the purport of his supplication

91

nan in our school whom
whon we
whoa
alan
there is at this time a young man
are unable to control we have tried to do our best
beat
but sad to say we have failed if there is a way
whereby we may reach him 1I pray thee in our redeemers
name to make it known unto us and thy name shall have
the praise the honor and the glory
1
no satisfaction from my supplication
I received
said doctor maeser and therefore thought it possible
that the lord himself had given him up
the next morning about ten oclock as the principal
was sitting in his office there came a knock at the
following his call come in the black sheep
door
of the flock entered the room
well said the principal what can 1I do for you
may 1I
the young man with down
cast eyes replied
downcast
speak with you for a few moments professor maeser
certainly was the reply
the young mansyoulips quivered and with trembling
voice he said
will not dismiss me brother maeser
will you will you not please give me one more chance
brother maeser sprang to his feet extended his arms
come
toward this once obstinate youth and exclaimed
to my arms my son god bless you 1I will not give you
up not one chance but a thousand chances shall we be
glad to give you
the master and the student fell into

each

others

arms and wept

this was the turning point in the life of this young
man
he studied energetically and worked so industriously that upon various occasions the principal had to caution
him against over
exertion
overexertion
you ask whatever became of the boy
the last we
heard of him he was a counselor to the bishop who had
sent him to provo to school partly that the ward might
be relieved of his presence
he and thousands of others
living today bless the name of karl G maeser and hold
in honorable remembrance

it

A

story is told of a rough character lighting a fresh

57
57memory
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cigar

and then throwing

it

down

suddenly upon the ground

asked his companion
the man called
his attention to professor maeser who was coming down the
street and he said
before me is the only man in the world
why

did you

do

that

whom 1
whon
whoa
I would do such a
5
presence 58

for

it

was not only

thing

after

1I

cannot smoke in his

men and women had

been under

his tutorship that they had respect for him and were impressed
with the greatness of the man but this was true from the
first A cowboy from arizona came into the principals
office with the intention of entering school he had on
sixshooters
shooters in his belt karl
kacl
kaci
his boots and spurs and his six
kari
told him to hand over his guns as he never talked to men
with guns on them the man handed him the pistols with
ray
this remark you are the only man 1I would have given my
guns to 59
maeyers
maesers
Mae
sers discipline consisted of several different
practices however regardless of the method used invariably the results obtained were for the good of the individual
and the individual almost without exception developed a love
an example of another type of
and respect for the man
discipline is found in instances like that of J M tanner
58
58reynolds
reynolds
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womans journal
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maeser karl G mapper
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tanner had just come to school from the farm and one morning
he refused and
he was asked to open the school with prayer
gave the excuse that he had never prayed aloud before in his
life brother maeser let him alone on the point and the
matter weighed so heavily upon the boy
boys mind that he came to
the principal and told him that he was ready to comply with
his request susa young gates has written about this method
of discipline
no one who has had a similar experience in the
academy can forget the extremely peculiar feelings caused
Mae sers severe but cairn
maesers
by brother maeyers
calm
calra
caim
caira letting alone
method
is as if in some occult undefinable way you
are spiritually set into the disgraceful corner and a
sort of mystic paper cap dangles about your ears with the
most definable and yet intangible concern
not a spoken
word aids in this impression it is all apart and dishas never failed
tinct from bodily recognition
however in bringing the most hardened culprit to justice
and usually but a short time is needed to fling the peni-

it

it

tent at the worthy professors
with tears of past
feet
regret and future resolve00
resolve 00
kacis ability for attracting and supervising people
karls
karis
earls
is best
best told by his life long friend and fellow teacher in
germany

edward schoenfeld

when he wrote

brother maeser was a man of wonderful force he had
a magnetic power of inspiration he could fill all
1I have seen him in the
around him with enthusiasm
room in the days when we were teachers together
school
schoolroom
looking at his little flock and by just a sound from
his lips or a smile or a gesture of his hands the little
fellows would fairly jump on their benches to reach him
1I have seen his entire class of sixty or eighty children
60ildr
dr
august 1892

kani
kari
xari
karl
earl
p

G
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maeser

comans journal
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trying to get hold of his hands or even the skirts of
his coat when school was dismissed so that he at times
had to get out by a side door to escape the demonstration
in the street this magnetic power is a peculiarity in
among the
nearly all great men and 1I rank him not only
onis
otly
good he was in his line also a great man 011
he endeared his pupils to him by his ready wit and his
ability to meet situations that called for quick thinking
never take
according to his daughter eva he had a motto
one
a joke always get it back and never let it hurt you
morning he was detained from getting to devotional exercises
A group of his students brought in a jackass and
on time
the principal always
wheretheprinoipal
tied it up in front of the assembly where
stood when conducting the exercises when brother maeser
arrived he walked up to the donkey and addressing the congre
gation he said
gregation
dat is right dat is right when 1I cannot be present at our meetings appoint one of your own number
62
to preside 02
Mae
maesers
at times karl G maeyers
sers weaknesses were noticeable
to those with whom he associated he frequently had difficulty
controlling his temper and sometimes his sharp rebukes would
have been unnecessary had he but taken time to deliberate
before acting an example of such an instance is told by his
son rein
Kein
keln hard
reinhard

february

6lschoenfeld
ap 82
83
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62statement
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fred evans of provo relates how once while
attending school at the warehouse he was seen to come
out of the ladies room the sacred precincts of which
had been forbidden the unhallowed tread of man he had
gone there by permission of his teacher
brother maeser
saw him emerge from this garden of daphne
and seizing
the offending youth by the scruff of the neck dragged
him towards the office
the young man tried to inform
the infuriated principal that he had not offended nor
broken the rules of the school but his extreme fright
plusser him that he
at the unceremonious attack so non plussed
could do nothing but stammer
the more he stammered
the more impatient became the principal until the lad
pictured in his mind a climax of fearful consequences
just then another teacher appeared and inquiring the
cause of the principals perturbed feelings produced
a relaxation in the proceedings long enough that the
As soon as this
boy found time to explain himself
was done
he says
brother maeser put his arms around
go
me
saying he was sorry that this had happened
mr evans continues
younway
youn way with my blessings
your
whereas before 1I had felt like fighting 1I now could
have done anything for brother maeser
here was one 63
man who was big enough to be humble even to a child
maeyers
maesers
dr Mae
sers main object in all of his life was to
help each person with whom he came in contact to recognize
the right and to follow it even after his students left
school he didnt forget them but as he traveled over the
president
church he continually contacted his students
heber J grant related the following incident which took
place in mesa arizona brother maeser looked over the
before them
then and he told president grant that
audience seated beforethem
he could see four of his boys in the group and that they
he stated that was
would be up to see him after the meeting
mr

T

63
63maeser
maeser
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G

maeser
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bargain he always

with his students when the meeting
finished three boys came up and had a nice visit with professor maeser
when they returned to the home where they were
staying for the night president grant said 1 I thought you
a

made

dery
said that there were four boys
bruden
derl
bruder
karl answered oh Bru
grant the other has got some mud on him and 1I will hunt
1I will go wash it off 1
him up
I will give him another start
when they left mesa president grant asked him if he had found

the other boy brother maeser replied oh yes 1I have got
1I hope he will continue
him started going straight again

in the straight and narrow path 64
alonzo A hinckley
hinckleyand
another incident written by monzo
yand
and
Hinckle
told by president grant also shows his interest in his students
after they were out of school brother hinckley told how
his mother kept boarders in provo and that they had two men
the se men were
from milford staying with them neither of these
members of the church although one of them was a very fine
man and he had great respect fox
for dr maeser this man was a
strong vigorous man and he had said 1 I could take the old
gentleman and fold him up like a pocket knife but 1I feared
him 1I had such a reverence for him that 1I would not do anything to displease him 1I think he is the greatest man 1I ever
64
64grant
grant

heber 1I

honoring dr karl

brigham
briham young university quarterly
brihan
pp
ap
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after this

left

school he went back to milford
brother maeser was on a train going through the town and he
walked up and down the platform while the train was in the
knew

man

station

here he met his former student he extended his
how are you
hand and said
well well brother
what are you doing
the man looked squarely into his
teachers face and answered honestly running a saloon
brother maeser exclaimed running a saloon running a
saloons you cannot afford to do that give it away give
saloonl
saloon
iti
ili karl got on his train as it pulled
it
it away get rid of ill
out and the man said 1 I will not continue in this business
1I will dispose of it if 1I have to give it
a day longer
away

1165
05

on june 8

1888

karl

G

maeser was called by the

first

presidency of the church to become the first general
superintendent of all church schools however he was not
released from his duties at the academy until 1890 therefore for two years he served in a dual capacity this new
appointment required so much of his time that in 1890
benjamin cluff was appointed to act as assistant principal
for sixteen years the brigham young academy had grown
Mae
maesers
under maeyers
sers leadership the first corner stake of the

latter

day

saint educational system

651ibid
651bid
bid

pp
ap

10 11
1011

had been driven by

president
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brigham young in that injunction to brother maeser to

attempt to teach anything without the

this pattern

had been used by dr

spirit

not

of the lord

maeser to form the basis

for all the studies in science literature and art not
seperate
se
only had theology been taught as a separate
perate and required course
of study at brigham young academy but it was the atmosphere
6
the following shows the organization
of the whole school 66
as it existed at the conclusion of the sixteenth
of the academy aa
academic year which ended the administration of karl G
maeser

the academy is organized with the following depart-

ments

primary department containing the chart first
gradden according
reader and second reader grades or if gradded
toyears
to years the first second and third grades
1

A

preparatory department containing the third
reader and fourth reader grades or by years the fourth
2

fifth

A

and

sixth grades

an intermediate department containing the fifth
reader grade or by years the seventh and eighth grades
these three together form a preparatory school which
aims to give its pupils a good common school education
and prepare them for academic work
the organization
and instruction correspond to those in district schools
seminaries and stake academies
an academic department the regular studies in
4
which are the same as those in the normal department
omitting theory and practice of teaching pedagogics
and practice in the normal training school
3

5

A Oom
oon
commercial

66
66maeser
maeser

mercial department
school and fireside

organized as a
p

189

commer

99

cial college

and giving regular academic work
the branches of a thorough business education
6

A

normal department

this is the

training college organized with

a

L

D

in all
S

training school

normal

kindergarten and a model primary school and offering
regular courses leading to the degree of bachelor of

didactics

other features of the school at this time included
the literary department the ladies work class an art
department the musical department a class for military
drill the theological work domestic meetings for students
from abroad fast day meetings and special meetings for the
ladies at the same time priesthood meetings were being held
for the men67
when benjamin cluff became principal thefirst
the finst
first thing
he did was to reduce the number of classes taught and devote
more time to each subject because he felt maeser had included
too many classes in his daily program to achieve thoroughness
rt
68
00
in any one
work on the new academy was resumed in 1891 and finally
on january 4 1892 the building was dedicated
this was the
day dr maeser was to sever his direct and intimate connection
with the school there was probably never a more impressive
sight in the history of the school than the triumphal march

journal

67the

new brigham young academy
june 1892 pp
ap 389
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of students from the old

building

1I

warehouse to the new
before leaving the warehouse professor maeser
Z

G
C

M

called the students around him and prayed with them and told
them that if they would carry the spirit of their alma mater
into all the walks of lif
ilfee that the lord would greatly
life
multiply their joys he was filled with emotion this day
as he walked from room to room in the old warehouse building
living over the history of the institution this emotion
had no doubt taken possession of him many hours before
his daughter had heard him pacing back and forth in his room
every time she had awakened during the previous night next
be was going to deliver the farewell
morning she ask
aak
ed him if he
asked
address his only reply was if my father will give me
6
strength 69
the march from the old warehouse was led by two little
girls the one the granddaughter of brigham young and the
other a granddaughter of president A 0 smott they halted
when they reached the steps of the building and the double
line of students parted to the end of the line where karl G
maeser was standing
he advanced with his companion the new
pupils 70
principal up the column between the waiting weeping pupils70
PP
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As he

the

reached the new building which in

all probability

finest school building in the state of utah

was

he looked

up and a group of

students heard him say the old man taught
in a cabin but they have built a palace for his boys 71
the meeting was held in room IDD of the new building
joseph F smith of the first presidency of the church A
0 smoot president of the board and other dignitaries were
in attendance72
attendance 72 following the dedicatory prayer principal
maeser gave his farewell address

mans labors when circumperiods in a maxima
darima
stances seem to dictate to him the advisability of making
as few words as possible they are at the beginning and
work
at the end of his vore
vork at the former occasion he may
outline his work and make promises for its faithful
execution but behold conditions arise altering the
entirely or preventing the fulfillment of the
first
second the latter period is at the close of his work
woe k speak
when in most cases it would be best to let the wark
wcrk
for itself
although whatever 1I may say can neither add to nor
work during the past fifteen years and a
take from the wonk
half nor would it be possible to refer to any acts of
sufficient moment in the history of the institution that
were not already known to this audience
when to the students at the beginning of the experimental term april 24 1876 the words of the prophet
joseph smith that he taught his people correct principles and they governed themselves accordingly were
given as the leading principles of discipline and the
words of president brigham young that neither the alphabet nor the multiplication table were to be taught without the spirit of god as the main
spring of all
mainspring

there are

two

71
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teaching

tlle
tiie
tile
the

orientation for the course of the education-

al system inaugurated by the foundation of the academy was
made and any deviation from it would have lead to disastrous results and therefore the brigham young academy

has nailed her colors to the mast
1I had a dream which was not all a dream
one night
shortly after the death of president brigham young 1I
found myself entering a spacious hallway with open doors
leading into my rooms 1I saw president young and a
stranger ascending the stairs and beckoning me to follow
they led me into the upper story containing simithem
lar myrooms and a large assembly hall where 1I lost sight
guides and awoke deeply impressed with this
of
dream 1I drew up the plan of the location shown to me
and stowed it away without any apparent purpose for its
keeping nor any definite interpretation of its meaning
and
lay there almost forgotten for almost8ix
almost bix
six years
when in january 1884 the old academy building was
destroyed by fire the want of a new location caused
by that calamity brought into remembrance that paper
which on being submitted suggestively to the board was
at once approved of and our architect a son of president
young was instructed to put it into proper architectonic
shape
another period of eight years however had to
pass and the same month of january consecrated in our
hearts by the memory of that conflagration had to come
around eight times again ere we were privileged to witness the materialization of that dream the fulfillment
of that prophecy when in future years people shall ask
designer of this edifice let
for the name of the wise young
the answer be brigham

it

language the word
the words of the enlish
eilish
farewell is the hardest to pronounce this you my
dear teachers and you my dear fellow students will
not require of me
to president smoot and the board of trustees 1I try
to express my gratitude for their having stayed by me in
days of good and evil report to my dear fellow teachers
1I leave my blessing and take with me the consciousness of
their love and friendship and to the students 1I repeat
remember your teachers
the words of holy writ saying
who have taught you the words of god whose end you
should look upon and follow their faith
to you all 1I commend my successor professor benjamin
among

103

oluff
muff
cluff
duff

bestow upon him the same measure of confidence
and affection which you have so lavishly shown
trust
me and the seed of such love will bring you a rich

harvest

and now a last word to thee my dear beloved academy
1I leave
lea
iea ve the chair to which the prophet brigham called
me
and in which the prophets john and wilford have susto my successor and others
tained me and resign
after him all of whom will likely be more efficient
than 1I but forgive me this one pride of my heart that
none can be more faith1I may flatter myself in saying

it

ful
f ul

11

god

bless the brigham young academy
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CHAPTER V

superintendent

OF
OP CHURCH SCHOOLS

the worthwhile aims and objectives accomplished by
the brigham young academy during the administration of karl
G maeser
demonstrated to the people in the church the advantages of this special kind of religious and secular training and similar schools were established in other areas of
the church

president wilford woodruff in
behalf of the quorum of the twelve apostles organized a
general board of education consisting of nine members under
their direction a general system of church schools was to
be organized throughout the principal stakes of zion
these
t 0 follow the pattern which had been established
schools were to
by their great mother school at provo
in addition to the
branches of education taught in public schools of like grade
these schools would be required to teach theology and to
oomformity
comformity
mity with the ideals
comfor
maintain a spirit and atmosphere in conformity
on june 8

1888

of the church
because such an undertaking as this would require
thorough systemization and direction it was deemed necessary to organize a board of examiners and to appoint a

general superintendent of church schools karl G maeser was
chosen to become the first superintendent
his labors at the

105

academy had proved

as an organizer

field in

his great ability both as

this

and

new

a

teacher and

calling provided an excellent

which he could demonstrate these

abilities11
abilities

first doctors

degree to be conferred upon a
person by the church board of education was the degree of

the

doctor of
G

letters

maeser on may

didactics DLD conferred
1889
from this time forth he

and
7

upon
was

karl
to be

in his official capacity as dr maeser but he stated
that no matter what honor or titles ever came to him nothing
would ever sound more pleasant to his ears than brother
known

maeser

112

first

act of the board of education was to issue
a circular signed by president woodruff
this circular was
addressed to each stake president instructing him to organize
a stake board of education to help with the esta
establishment
blishaent of
dr maeser stated that this
church schools within his stake
work soon began to be felt as colleges academies seminaries
and religion classes came into existence in utah idaho
arizona colorado new mexico and as far away as old mexico
canada3
and canaday
canada 3 the colleges and academies were organized for
the

i

gaeser
maeser
lMa
ima
eser

school and fireside

maeser
haeser karl
maesen
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school work above the eighth grade
the lower grades

and

the seminaries were for

religion classes

were conducted under

the direction of the church but not in connection with any
organized school program

following the expansion of the public free school
system with its improved plans of instruction the necessity
for schools of the primary and intermediate grades became
less urgent therefore seminaries to a great extent were
to meet the deficiency of religious instruction
discontinued
instructior
in the public schools at these levels religion classes were
inaugurated4
inaugurated 4
eva maeser crandall related the following incident

in connection with her father and the religion class work
my father had been up to salt lake and he was so
he said
he had received while there
full about what
A year ago 1
he had been to see president lund
I had
a plan given to me whereby 1I could teach these children
om ething in religion and today brother lund called me
something
into the office and said you are to work out a plan for
he put his arms around brother
these young people
my
lund and cried and said 1 I have the plan already
mother said to him if you have known this for a year
why didnt you tell them
he said
that was not my
me5
place to tell them it was their place to tell mea
circulars were sent out by the general board for
direction of the church school work and personal letters were
written by superintendent maeser to the principals with

march 25

maesen
4maeser
maeser school and fireside p 167
16
5stateaent
statement by eva maeser crandall personal interview
1950
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specific instructions in their

by 1890

work

however

arrangements had been made with the juvenile
Tu
instructor to
venile
be the official organ of the church schools and to publish

with each edition instructions from the general superintendent
under the heading church school papers 6
courses of study and standards of efficiency for

teachers of various grades were determined by the board of
examiners
this board also acted as a committee on textbooks

and no church school could adopt any

text book except
textbook

those recommended in the general circulars without the
approval of the board
the general board designated that each stake board
on education should hold regular quarterly meetings on fixed
dates the principal of the church school within that stake
was ex officio a member of the board and stood in the same
relationship to his board as the general superintendent stands
to the general board A visiting committee composed of some
of the stake board members were to

visit

the schools within

quarterly reports and
these reports were subject to the inspection of the general
superintendent at his periodical visits
district conventions were held to prevent teachers

their regular assignments

6maeser
maeser

and make

school and fireside

p

163
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from becoming too

fossilized in their teaching

and to

afford opportunity for
fon professional contact with other
fox
teachers at these conventions principals and teachers
would receive instructions class drills illustration of
methods of teaching and answers to questions
all members
were asked to hand in subjects that they wanted discussed at
future conventions in addition to these conventions the
general superintendent scheduled one visit each year to each
school

it

was a recognized

church school organrule in the chuxchschool
ization that a weekly faculty meeting be held in any school
where two or more teachers that is a principal and assistant
were laboring
minutes of these meetings were to be ready
fox
for inspection at any time the general superintendent would

call for

them

annual

statistical reports

were the

responsibility of

the principals of the various schools
this was stressed so
emphatically that officers not performing their duties were

principals were to
treasurers
treasur ers of the boards in keeping
assist secretaries and treasuress
records and making out reports whenever such assistance was
A historical report of the organization of every
needed
to have others appointed in their places

board and school was to be furnished to the general super-

intendent
in tendent so that he could

make a summary to

the church

log
109

conference77
conferences
historian at october Conference
suggestive points to academy principals on which
records and reports were to be based were as follows
1
give full name priesthood graduating curriculum
ri culum age and salary of every teacher as regular
or

specialist
2

when was your academy organized

3

give names of successive principals and names

4

which department does your academy

5

make a

of teachers

if

your premises

possible

consist of

general report about the condition of

furniture and utensils

is the condition or prospect of your
cabinet laboratory and scientific apparatus
6

what

do you hold
minutes on record
7

8

record
9

regular faculty meetings with

do you keep your register of
and annual record

please furnish
programma
programme

me

studies

term

a copy of your plan and your

daily Pro gramme
10
what dates are your public examination
examinationss 8
the schools were financed by occasional appropriations
by the church and also by tuitions of the students and other
resources within the stake the question of salaries of
or

7the
athe
the

church school convention

the juvenile instruct-

september 1 1893
PP 551 553
0
8maeser
maeser to president wilford woodruff november 24
1888
the letters referred to in this chapter were all
written by dr maeser and are found in letter impression books
on file in the L D S church historians office in salt lake

city

110

principals and teachers

was

left

to the

president of the

although it was suggested by dr maeser that about
60 to 065
65 per month should be paid9
tings
paida
at times
tines when the
general board was not able to make appropriations to the

stake

volunteers were called who were willing to take
charge of the schools at a pro rata salary based upon the
tuition after deductions for fuel and other running expenses
and to take the risk of getting much little or nothing
if
stakes

this

the time of this
service was to be credited as a mission to the respective
teachers 100 the following quotation from a letter written
by dr maeser explains the situation further
the school should be maintained

way

was
it
academy was

supposed at this office that your stake
conducted this year like most of our church
schools on the pro rata plan but you state that you
had been hired by the board for only one term
let
me here correct you on the word hire
this term
can not be applied to any intellectual work it is
enapplicable only to menial labor teachers are ten
you do not desire to serve as a teacher in
gaged
if
our church school organization this year on the pro
natall
rata plan and be credited with the time thus served
as a mission as it is done with almost all of your
fellow teachers please to notify me and 1I shall have

to rectify my report accordingly 11
in regard to the setting up of the religion class
work the bishop his two councillors and the sunday school
1888

wa E
9maeser to wm

10the
the

budge

paris idaho october

16

op olt
church school convention
elt p 554
eit
cit
limaeser
maeser to geo day oakley idaho january 4 1894

li

ill
superintendent in every ward should constitute the ward
board of education their duty was to organize and supervise
the religion classes in their ward they selected the instruc tors and forwarded their names to the stake presidents
structors
subh instructors in
such
in turn compiled a list of all sueh
their stakes and submitted the list to the general superintendent of the church schools he then submitted a license
in
to the respective teachers 12
As no one can labor in our church school organization
either as principal teacher specialist in schools or
superintendent or instructor in religion classes without
a license from the general board it will be requisite
for each of those laboring in schools to send to me an
application for license either of the primary
priaary or the
intermediate grade or if a specialist for the special
work
in this application they have to promise to teach
in accordance with the instructions given by and in behalf
of the general board of education
this application must
also be endorsed by either chairman of the board or the
principal as to their efficiency and must enclose a 13
bishops certificate of good standing in the church 1
licenses were issued to teach on a yearly basis
after the first years service teachers were required to
who

pass an examination which entitled them to standing certificates or diplomas for the particular grade in which they
had

qualified

14

12to
to john

dalley january 5 1894
13ro
13to
loio president A R smith december

14
14maeser
maeser

E

school and fireside
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15
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aa
As the academy work expanded

superintendent maeser

called upon for more teachers than he could furnish the
selection of teachers was made by the general superintendent
upon application from the stake presidents
in a letter
you
written to charles A walch brother maeser stated
was

11

like all other academic boards to apply
to me for a principal and 1I have in response thereto
selected for you brother albert nephi tollstrup 155
in the matter of selection of principals maeser

have been advised

wrote to

S

C

putnam

proceeded at once to the selection of a suitable
teacher for you having made it a matter of prayer
by the lord 1I was led to propose the situation to
brother oluf larsen one of our senior
normals who has
degior
segior
been a practical teacher already 1 0
1I

before an academy

established in any stake a
thorough investigation was made of the existing conditions
the following are typical questions that superintendent
was

maeser asked

in

1

what building have you toc
tox
fox the school to meet
for

2

chat
shat
what furniture

on hand
3

maps

utensils viz

are there

have you organized a stake board of education

according to president woodruffe
woodruffs circular
15to
to charles
16 november 10

A

waich november 24
walch
1888

1888
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4

if

5

what means have you

6

none have
if
subscription

start

a

expenses
7

ao
so

who

how many

beginning

are the members
you

at

your

disposal

started or are

you about to

in your stake for the preliminary

students can you expect about for a

do you desire a primary department I & 11
II
& IV readers
readers a preparatory department 111
III
an intermediate department V readers and the corresponding studies and if so which
8

9

can find

1

til
tii

when can you commence

suitable teachers

will

the school provided 1I

you be able to pay him about
during the time the school is in session
10

11
il
the

per month

60

can you run the school for three or four terms

first

school year
please apply to the general board per elder
12
george reynolds salt lake city P 0 box B if there
for your school the
is a prospect for an appropriation
sooner you can advise me concerning the first eleven
points the sooner 1I 1 shall be able to take my steps for
17
a

suitable teacher

at

times the work of establishing these academies and
the carrying on of religion classes was very discouraging not

only because of lack of funds but also because of lack of
interest on the part of the people in the stakes superintendent maeser always had encouraging words for his principals
tillem
when he wrote to them
in replying to one who was having

difficulties

he said

17to
into bishop archibald mckinnon november
i7to

1

1888
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was
it
opposition

to be expected that you would meet considerable
1I well
remember the trouble 1I had
at first as iwell
weli
awell
to go through here in provo thirteen years ago at the
starting of the B Y academy why men high in the
priesthood openly and secretly conspired against me
influenced my own students against me and denounced the
methods of discipline and teaching inaugurated in the
new fangled
academy
tangled notions
but president young and
the presiding authorities exhorted to me to persevere
and with much prayer seeking the lords assistance and
Sex
vants of god in great humility
servants
the counsels of the sen
1I saw the difficulties one by one melt away and some of
the bitterest opponents at first have become since the
staunchest supporters and advocates of our educational
system
thus it will be in your case and in the cases
of all other church schools that have to pass through
the same experience if you and our other bretheren sic
placed
ed will pursue the same course
similarly plac
for this
is the lords work and not ours and he will see it
through if we will
trust in him and be guided by him
vill
in his own appointed wayl
in writing to benjamin oluff
cluff
oluff who was away to school

in the east maeser commented concerning the difficulties that
had to be met
the hard times affect our church schools in some
but the worst of it is that
localities very severely
are men even among stake and ward authorities
there axe
who not only not appreciate the devotion and sacrifice
the most of our church school teachers are bringing but
even charge them with holding on to the church schools
so tenaciously because they could not get a position
otherwise this is a trial which some of these young
sympathise with
teachers feel is hard to bear 1I can sympathism
them for 1I have labored in the shadow of the cloud
for many years in days gone by
however he proclaimed his pleasure over the success
which was being achieved through the labor of the teachers
when he wrote in the same letter
18to
to

jos

G

nelson december

21

1888

115
1I

thanking my heavenly father every day that he
had permitted me to see the days of our youth taking
hold of the sciences arts literature and politics in
such a way as to become leaders ttherein
fon
fox
for the glory
h
erein
of zion this reflection is a great compensation for
the sorrow 1I feel concerning the inroads of babylon
among our people educational and social and in all
1
am

other respects 19
to a stake superintendent of religion glasses
classes he
cautioned that he must deal gently and with much patience
with the bishops and others who opposed him in his work in
some of these brethren
teaching the gospel to the youth
are faithful and wellmeaning
well meaning now but not realizing that
this church is onward and is requiring constantly new energies
for which we must prepare ourselves 20
president grant who was a firm supporter of karl G
maeser said that there were many who did not believe in the
religion class work and that he had heard many a stake
president and bishop say 1 I dont believe in the religion
have more organizations than
class exercises we already havie
we need
but he said that brother maeser labored with zeal

spirit

inspiration and finally converted
2
nearly all of the people to the religion class work 21
dr maeser frequently wrote letters to young teachers
and principals containing words of advice and helpful in
and with the

of

1

119january
19
january 8 1894
20
to orion W snow

2lgxant
grant heber J

improvement

era

june

9

1
january 17
1894

address at M 1I
1912
19120 p 871

A

conference
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stressing always the spirit and purpose
system of education in which they were engaged

formation
new

of

this
to nephi

savage he wrote

in the development and cultivation of the religious
feeling among your students you will please keep in mind
the fact that a mere knowledge of theological doctrines
passages from scripture historical church evidence and
ecclesiastical progress is not a fundamental part of our
religious training but the awakening of a living testimony of the truth of the latter day work the practice
of virtue purity obedience humility and kindness of
heart are the points to be kept in view those points
above mentioned are only the scaffolding for the building
to be erected many people spend their life time on the
scaffolding without ever touching the main building 22
to another of his principals he wrote
be persevering dear brother be humble steadfast
diligent and put your trust in god with a prayerful
heart in success do not claim the credit but give
your heavenly father the glory and in difficulties be
patient 223
he emphasized to his principals the same fundamental
rules that he had used in the brigham young academy writing
place your scholars upon their honor on
entering in regard to abstaining from tobacco viz and
have much
the word of honor
theword
teach them the sacredness of theford
2
patience but just as much firmness 24
in matters of discipline he also guided the work of
to samuel cornwall

22
22december
december 26

23to
to

A

N

1888

tollestrup

24
24november
november 19

1888

december 17

1888
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his teachers in the academies from his experience at the provo
school he wrote to jacob spori
you reasoned well regarding those wayward scholars
in giving them as much chance for reformation as the
consideration for the spiritual and moral welfare for
try to make them your
the other scholars will permit
friends in this way god has assisted me in several
severe cases to make good
ood and useful men of apparently

probates55
reprobates
confirmed re
probates
dr maeser advised don

with regard to those

who had

C

woodward to be

very

strict

broken their word of honor and

disregarded the rules of the school
such former students of your seminary as have been
drun keness and profanity and ungentlemanly condrunkeness
guilty of drunkenness
duct during the holidays should not be admitted again
into the church schools unless they make a public confession before the school asking the forgiveness of their
fellow students and promising to do better in the future
the principal should then make a few remarks as the spirit
of god may direct him and leave it with the students to
make a motion and second it to forgive if they should
feel like doing so and put it to a vote if thus forgiven no allusion neither in nor outside of school should
ever
verno be madew by any of the school to the matter there
vec
forr such offenders to ever get into the
other w2ay6 fo
is
again26
school again
there were times when dr maeser felt that even he
and the general board were in need of greater cooperation
from the stakes and he wrote to george reynolds secretary

had

of the board
25
25december
december 10

1888

26januaxy
january 4at
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from some observations that 1I have made a few
of these academies are running already as if there
was no general board in existence who had any business
to know what was going on 27

definite pattern of instruction prescribed
by dr maeser for use in all the church schools written in
response to many requests that came to him for the guidance
there

of teachers

was a

patterned after the program which

tablished at the brigham young academy

it

was

he had es-

stated as

follows
close every recitation with the
programma
minute according to your daily programme
a copy
Pro gramme
of which should be in every class room of your school
at some conspicuous place this course will cultivate
the principles of punctuality precision and reliability
A

commence and

in your pupils

never commence any recitation without thorough
preparation in regard to subject matter and to method
of handling it
B

before commencing any recitation see that
not reciting pupils have work to do
G
C

all

superficiality and carelessness on the part of
the teachers in inspecting the preparation work of his
pupils will produce the same evils in the latter
pay close attention to poor diffident or unE
D

attentive pupils having your eyes constantly upon the
whole class impressing your pupils with the idea that
you see and hear everything and that you read their
very thoughts as
than your mouth

fore calling
F

itputwere
your

speak more with your eyes

questions always

on some one to answer

first

be-

be as concrete as possible in your language

27
27november
november

sicj
sica
sic 1888
slo
sio
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high sounding words and phrases and much abstract language are the symptoms of inexperience in teaching or
of

affectation

use more reflective than memorative questions
H
question be a complete sentence and
let everyanswer
be the same
insist that the
use no direct questions except foc
1I
fod disciplinary
fox
for
purposes
G

rect

J

avoid bad grammar and slang expressions and cor-

them

in your pupils

be consecutive

in your cateohisation
catechisation
catechization
L
be natural guard against mannerism
and do
not imitate speech or peculiarities of other teachers
M
class or concert recitations and answers are
good for
f or the purpose of drill but are entirely out of
place where the individual efficiency of students is at
issue
N
there is no method known that would cover every
case and a teacher has to use judiciously the hand ticket number concert recitative note or consecutive
method as any of them may in the given case answer
28
the purpose the best 20
he also developed the six steps to follow in religion
class work which follow
we do not use books everything is done by the
1
scholars A hymn is repeated in concert and the children
learn it off by heart
prayer is offered in concert no superfluous
2
super
superflous
flous word
is used or taught
no fault is found and no cross word or looks are
3
given by the teacher especially to the end that a con
K

tor
struc
structor

oo
00
28tichurch
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march 1

1891

2

po
p 159

no

3
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bidential
fidential cordiality shall spring

the children
and the priesthood
the youth never to refuse
train
never introduce a new lesson till the last is thoroughly
learned next teach a simple blessing on the food
4
calling upon the bishop or some authority and
teaching the children always to reverence the priesthood
always raise the hat to everyone in authority
5
cultivate the bearing of testimony in public
speaking by the expression of the spiritual warmth which
children feel
6
the benediction the children are encouraged to
come forward and shake hands with the teacher29
teacher 29
the following story an example of the type dr
maeser suggested for illustrative material in religion classes
is included in full
fuli
fail for this reason and also because it is the
fall
story of his mother
in the year 1813 during the great war which then
raged in europe when the russians came into germany they
brought with them thousands of cossacks a barbarous
people who subjected the inhabitants of the land to numy native place had
mberless annoyances and sufferings
prussians
Prus sians and now
been visited in turns by the french prussiano
also by the savages the people had been stripped of
everything being scarcely able to sustain their own
lives the chief magistrate of one of the towns after
having satisfied the endless demands of the wild conquerors almost to his last mouthful found himself unable
to give any more one day a whole band of cossacks
tumultuously and their leader failing
entered his home tumultously
to obtain what he wanted took the owner by the throat
hira
him
threatening to kill hina
hin and burn down his house in
the scuffle they approached a cradle in which a little
child was sleeping suddenly the cossack released his
hold upon the man looked upon the child and bursting
into tears lifted it up in his arms kissed it and
handed it around to his comrades who all kissed it and
danced with it around the room
their whole nature
29 journal

up between

history of church july

27
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all
child

at once and while some played
tenderly with the
others hurried off soon to return
with fowls bread and provisions of all kinds which they
forced upon the astonished parents who had been saved
from death perhaps by their sleeping child whose innocent face had called to the minds of those wild men the
picture of their own little huts on the far off banks of
the river don and the black sea where their own little
ones were perhaps peacefully sleeping and dreaming of
their fathers on the distant battlefields that little
child however that by the voice of nature changed in
a moment bloodthirsty
blood thirsty savages into gentle beings has
told me the story herself in later years for she was my
seemed to have changed

own

mother

look upon your little brother or baby sister my
young readers sleeping in its cradle or little bed
the
peace of heaven the beauty of angels and the smile of
innocence are beaming from that tiny form and calling
on you for your love for your patience for your assistance learn to look upon that little one with your whole
soul and thoughts and feelings will steal and creep into your heart and make it swell and warm that 1I have
a thousand times but cannot give utterance to
so
felt
you have slept when you were babies so we all have
why should innocence beauty and gentleness which are
stronger than iron and the sword flee from us with the
years of childhood sorrow and care may wrinkle our face
age may dim our eye and the storms of life cause our
steps to falter but if virtue faith and hope have kept
anen our last hour arrives
when
the heart young and fresh wnen
our father in heaven will gather to his bosom again his

sleeping child30
child 30
another position of honor and responsibility came to
superintendent karl G maeser when in 1894 he was called to
be second assistant to george Q cannon in the sunday school
union and was later
30
30maeser
3maeser
Maeser

made

karl

G

first assistant

31

the sleeping child

tor january 15 1907
37
truc toc
PP 36
1907pp
tructor
ins true
dructor
instructor
3637
3maeser
maeser karl G maeser p 137
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while dr maeser was engaged in sunday school work a
humorous incident happened which illustrates one of his human
traits he and brother george goddard were visiting in a

stake of the church after the morning meeting the visiting
brethren each went to a different home for dinner brother
maeser asked his hostess if she would make him a cup of
coffee because he felt tired and worn out during the afternoon session brother goddard preached a sermon on the word
of wisdom
at the conclusion of his sermon he asked all of
those present who kept the word of wisdom to stand up As
he glanced around at those behind him on the stand he noticed

brother maeser sitting down he said stand up brother
1 I can
maeser stand up
cupl brother maeser quickly replied ttl
upl
count them just as well sitting down 32
notwithstanding these many duties the democratic
party of the state
sta te placed his name on their ticket to run for
superintendent of public instruction he had no desire to
run for this office and when he went to the convention in
ogden

september

5

1895

as a delegate from provo

he

tried

to persuade his party to endorse the name of john R park
the republican candidate as the candidate of the democratic

party

he
32

failed in this

and

finally

had

statement by eva maeser crandall
view february 18 1950

to accept the

nomi

personal inter-
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nation following the convention he went to provo and at
three am on september 6 1895 he wrote to george reynolds
secretary of the general board of education giving him a
detailed report of what had happened after he had presented
the facts of the case in this letter to reynolds he wrote
the question before me is now what will the first
presidency say in regard to this affair so suddenly
thrust upon me if the presidency should desire me to
withdraw from that nomination 1I shall send my resignation
in at once to the democratic executive committee foc
fox
for
my labors in the church schools and sunday schools ang
ane
are
arg
dearer to

emolument

me

than any kind of

political preference or

please to let me know as soon as possible any inpresidency should desire to give me in
structions the
matter 33
this matter33
he ran and was defeated however and always felt that
the lord did not desire that he should be drawn away from his
duties within the church
another surprise came to dr maeser in january 1894
when he was chosen to fulfill a mission to california in
which he was to supervise the educational exhibits of the
winter fair in san francisco the display
church at the mid
midwinter
apparently was highly successful as the campbells illustrated magazine of chicago published the following concerning it
the exhibit made by the mormon schools of utah is
a very interesting and attractive one
the work done
by pupils in this display is if anything far superior
to that shown in other exhibits and speaks well for
33
33september
september 6

1895
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among the disciples
the system of education prevailing anong
34
young34
of brigham Young

superintendent maeser in a letter to benjamin cluff
gave an evaluation of the standing of the utah schools and

their students

when compared to

other schools and students

from other schools

since my labors in california have brought me into
almost daily contact with professors teachers and
students as our educational exhibit is on the same gallery with all other educational exhibits 1I have more
than ever become convinced of the wisdom of our domestic
system which is in accordance with the spirit of the
gospel the lack of anything like it in the institutions
of the world is apparent in the moral condition of the
youth of both sexes which makes me sick at heart to
behold the advantages of mental progress however
surpass anything 1I have ever seen before the exhibits
of the university of california in its astronomical
mathematical and chemical departments call forth my
highest admiration and let me feel how much yet has to
be done by our people to get alongside of that
but 1I
would
ould
ouid not exchange our solid systematic moral and religfon
ious training fox
for all these mental advantages and comfort myself with the assurance that our studying youth
Colleges 35
will never sink to the moral level of american colleges35
18 94 and again
he returned home late in august 1894
resumed his duties in the church and as superintendent of
the work had accumulated and he labored
church schools
strenuously
strenously to take care of the pressing business applying
himself so diligently that at times he became seriously ill
under such circumstances he would go in secret and ask the
34
34journal
journal

35april
april

9

history of church june
1894

20

1894

p

5
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lord to restore his physical strength H H cummings related
one morning while 1I was visiting the academy in
provo 1I noticed brother maeser enter the building looking pale and tired he was to all appearances a very
sick man but he pursued his usual labors without
complaint

sympathy was immediately aroused in his favor
and once or twice 1I thought to suggest to him that he
ought to go home and go to bed
my

he went home to his lunch and returned looking so
of vigor that 1I expressed to him
refreshed so full
fuli
fall
my surprise and gratification at the great improvement
so evident in his physical condition for 1I told him

that his appearance during the forenoon made me feel
that he ought to be in bed
seeingcl my interest in and solicitude for him he
modestly told me what had happened during the noon hour
and 1I wish now 1I were able to quote his exact words
so full of humble childlike
child like faith that they made a
deep impression on
the mind of anyone

I

my mind as 1 am
who should read

quid on
sure they would
muid
muld
them

he related that when he reached home he had such
a headache and felt so
that he could not have
continued his work for the day in that condition
so 1I went
he said
into my closet and knelt down
before the lord and told him that 1I had so much work
to do and it was so important that he must make me

ill

healed instantly
on
afternpon
his looks as well as his actions that said39
aftern
afters
afternoon
certainly proved the truth of what he had saido
saldo
saida
said0
yielding to the entreaties of his friends to place

well and 1I

was

his educational views and program of teaching on record he
published in
began in 1895 to write school and fireside
361jaeser
maeser

karl

G

maeser

pp
ap

135
134
134135
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1898
him

this

at the

volume included the normal

instructions given by

brigham young academy during the

fifteen years

he

taught there special attention was paid also to purposes
organizations and methods of the church schools mutual

associations sunday schools religion glasses
classes
stones of the L D S educationand primaries as the corner
cornerstones
al system the following was stated in the preface ifft
ifit
it will
be observed that theological scholastic and domestic education
are treated as inseparable
this thought underlies the work
improvement

from beginning to end

in

may

as a teacher

its title

school and fireside 37
1898 dr maeser completed his fiftieth year
up to this time fonty
forty two church schools had
hence

been established under his supervision

1137

A

celebration

was

comme rating the event and many tributes
held in his honor commerating
were paid to him on this occasion
the following tribute
entitled father of education in zion was written by a
group of his students and read by professor N L nelson
true to his trust he set no stakes as what he would
do but waited morning and evening as it were for the
was this
guidance of the spirit during the day
it
natural unfolding according to the inner propulsion of
the spirit that enabled the academy to fit itself so
admixably
admirably
admix
ably to the wants of the latter day saints
brother maeser recognized from the first that the school
existed for zions sons and daughters not zions sons
and daughters for the school
the very desire for
fox a higher education had to be

37
37maeser
maeser

school

and

fireside
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created in the territory even the common schools were
held of so little account that men who could do nothing
else were employed as teachers how to elevate the
educational tone of the west was the question confronting
him
there was not time to make scholars of his students
for they were snatched from his classes by an awakening
public and placed in charge of schools ere they had
well begun their studies
brother maeser therefore wisely made it his purpose
to warm them spiritually to kindle in them the glow
of enthusiasm and trust the rest to self effort his
teaching soon bore fruit in every town and hamlet in
zion for god had prepared the people for
fox his work and
given to brother maeser only the mission of supplying the
leaven

in

the greatest effects of his work
if
word would be CHARACTER
word

be summed up
he gave a

one
that
new and fuller
qualities for which the
faller
failer meaning to the
word stands
he insisted upon physical integrity the
keeping of our bodies free from vice upon social integ
tegrity
rity purity and chastity in the relations of the
sexes upon moral integrity the doing to others as we
would be done by upon spiritual integrity the anchoring of our lives in heaven by a testimony of the gospel

all

these things enter into the
on november 9

just

new meaning of

38
JQ
characterjq
character38
character

short time before his
being asked
death he visited the maeser school in provo
to write a sentiment on the blackboard of each of the four
rooms then in use he wrote the following expressions and
signed his name to each
the fear of the lord is the beginning of wisdom
this life is one great object lesson to practice on
the principles of immortality and eternal life
man grows with higher aims
38
38ibid

ibid

p

357

1900

a
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naught that is unholy ever enter here39
hene
here 39
in an address to the L D S college in salt lake
he further defined the purpose of church schools when he

let

stated
there is something very different between church
schools and the secular institutions of learning even
though the latter be better equipped and have more magnificent
nific ent buildings the difference may not be apparent
As the savior said to his disciples
on the surface
the kingdom of heaven is within you so it is with the
students of these schools there should be something
some
soce thing the world cannot give for the
within them something
some4hing
0

world has

nota
not
not0
it noto

karl G maeser passed away february 15 1901 he
when my time comes to go 1I hope the lord
had often said
will let me die in the harness and his wish was granted
the day before his death he had spent working at the office
he left his office for the last time with his usual dellb
aeration
eration his papers neatly stacked a pile of documents
awaiting his inspection and signature lying on the table 41
on his way home from work he met his sister in law
camilla cobb and remarked to her 1 I am exceedingly
1I have just met brother john hie
happy
Nio
Hio
nicoholson
holson who told me
hioholson
nioholson
nie
that the work for the last name of my temple record has been

mrss
lal
lzl

39
39maeser
maeser

karl G maeser p 183 these sentiments
were covered with glass and can be seen in the maeser school
today

40
40journal
journal

history of church april 14 1900
4ltalmage
taimage
talmage james E
dr karl G maeser
the
womans
comans journal april 1901 p 149
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finished today
granddaughter and

that night he performed in the home for his
other members of the family for he was a

natural born actor and
amusement

night he

after

mimic

retired to his
awaya
away2
passed away42
he

he died a poor man

an evening of fun and

bed as usual and during the

in

far as the things of the
world are concerned but he left a name that will command
respeccas
respectas
respect
as long as the people of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints uphold education

view

so

42
42statement
grand
statement by eva maeser crandall
crand all
orand
ail
february 24 1950
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conclusion

undoubtedly the best measure of a man is the impression he makes on those who know him best
dr james E talmage who was both a student of and
a teacher with dr karl G maeser wrote the following testimonial
who
all
maeser know

privilege of acquaintance with brother
how thoroughly his heart was in his work how
completely his whole soul was devoted to the labor for
which he had been called
his services were not open for engagement where pay
was best his time to him was too valuable to be reckoned in terms of earthly wage
he labored to discharge
a trust which with the fulness
falness of his great soul he
believed to have been given him of heaven how well he
succeeded let the multitude who have been honored by
enrolment sic among his pupils answer 1
president francis M lyman once said
had the

karl G maeser has done for me directly or
indirectly through my children more good than any other
educator his life and teachings have stamped on their
souls the impress of the gospel of life and salvation
god for karl G
be indelible
thank
that 1I trust
will
2
dr

maeser

mr

george sutherland

one of the

early students at

the brigham young academy and later chief justice of the
united states supreme court has written about maeser
taimage
ltalmage
lT
talmage
almage

op

cit

P

p

151

blyman
2lyman
lynan
lyman francis M
dr karl G maeser memorial
no
brigham young university quarterly
february 1 1907
1907no

3
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the thing about dr maeser which impressed me most
was the simplicity of his character
with the learning
he cared
of a savant he was as guileless as a child
nothing for wealth he was essentially a builder of
character he inculcated faith kindness courage he
believed it was wiser to put thought into the brain than
gold into the pocket he taught that learning was better
than riches but that a clean heart was better than
3

eithern
either3
either
in writing of dr maeser president george albert
smith who was also a student at the brigham young academy

said
not only will you be held accountable for what you
do and say but for
f or what you think was stamped indelibly on my mind by dr karl G maeser when 1I was twelve
years of age and resulted in a determination to enterelevating 4
tain only thoughts that were pure and elevating4
maesers
Mae sers first students
dr J M tanner one of dr maeyers

also one of the first instructors at the brigham young
Mae sers outstanding characteristics
maesers
academy sums up brother maeyers
in these words
I should say of him first that he possessed in
a rare degree the ability of appealing to the heart as
he studied his
well as the mind of the students
students as carefully as the subject matter of his text
quid
in the second place 1I would
muid say that the inspiration
muld
which he awakened in the lives of his students was one
of the grandest qualities of his professional life
there was another quality it was the conviction which
he aroused within the minds and hearts of his students
that all that he said was true and his ability to create
convictions in the minds of the youth led his students
to cultivate a high standard of morality
lastly he
and

1

3sutherland
sutherland george

dr

brigham young university quarterly

karl

G

maeser memorial

februaryl 1907 no 3
hsmith
snith
dr karl G maeser memorial
smith george albert
brigham young university quarterly
february 1 1907no
1907 no 3
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peculiar faculty of inviting the confidence of
and the
his students and of entering
secrets
into
the
5
had the

lives5
motives of their livesa
lives
ilves

nelson a student and fellow teacher wrote
Mae sers legacy to the church schools consisted
maesers
dr maeyers
essentially in the insistency that the atmosphere of
work
the school vork
mrk in general and of theology in particuas to awaken and strengthen a testimlar must be such ag
N

ony

L

of the gospel

0

president heber J grant delivered a speech at the
annual mutual improvement association conference in june of
1912 in which he said
on more than one occasion 1I have sat listening as the
words of inspiration under the influence of the spirit
of god flowed from the lips of karl gr maeser and shed
tears of gratitude when 1I have heard him training little
1I remember on
children in religion class exercises
one occasion attending meeting with brother charles W
nibley out in baker oregon and as we came out brother
A man has a good deal of the spirit of the
ita
nibley said tta
1I said
lord who can make me cry
the same is true of
we both had been crying under the inspiration of the
me
spirit of the lord that came from brother maeser it is
eveth
the spirit that 119giveth
iveth life and utterance but the dead

kelleth
kil leth
letter killeth
john

C

swensen

a

student of dr maeser

at present teaching at the brigham

young

following evaluation of maeser
the only way to know maeser

was

stanner
5tanner
tanner
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dr

J

april
6nelson
enelson
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nelson

agrant
7grant
grant heber J
improvement era
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to have been acquainted

G
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address at
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p
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is

university gave the

karl

dr

M

and who

A
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typical german having a certain fixed
and set formality that we americans do not have
he had
a brisk and vigorous walk
waik almost of a military bearing
on different
which had a great affect upon young people
occasions he would display his temper and get after the
students in great style yet on the other hand he was
as sympathetic and gentle as a man could possibly be 8
with him

bryant

he was a

S

Hi
hinckley
nokley

served as both a student and fellow

teacher under maeser when he was asked what it was that
karl G maeser possessed that made him so successful as a
teacher

he answered
you will never put on papen
paper

you can never convey
an intangible something that this man had
he knew how
to touch a boys heart like no one else that 1I have ever
known
he put something in fellows that nobody else ever
1I have seen men come from the farm and ranch and
did
ew
stay there six months and go home with an entirely new
technician447
eye
he was a

light in their

character technicians
technician7
technician
to the writer the thing that stands out most prominently in the character of karl G maeser was his sincere
devotion to his convictions convictions which were based
upon religious principles
whenever he made up his mind to
pursue a course of action on the ground that it was right
he had the courage to persevere even in the face of opposition
because of his determination to stand for what he felt was
night
right he was a person to whom others looked for guidance and
whom

may 8

they trusted without reservation
0
8statement
statement by john
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swensen

G
C
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position among the people of the
to him was given the charge to
church of latter day saints
establish the foundation of a great school system wherein
the youth of the church could obtain an education in scholastic studies and at the same time receive a religious foundation upon which they might build their faith in god
karl G maeser had no precedent to follow in this
he occupied a unique

stupendous undertaking except the admonition given to him
by president brigham young to teach nothing or do nothing

spirit

another guidepost which he
used was the advice given by the prophet joseph smith that
people should be taught correct principles and learn to

without the

of the

lord

govern themselves
maeser had received his education in the german schools
and there was some carry over from the classroom methods

learned there however these principles given by the first
two presidents of the church formed the basis for his whole
program
he taught correct principles through his words and
actions and gave students an opportunity to demonstrate their
ability to live up to them those who did not learn to govern
themselves had to answer to the demands of justice but when
these demands had been met mercy was ever present for the
repentant sinner

135

instilled in

he
god and a

feeling

the hearts of his students a love of

of importance

within themselves

he

co-

ntinually demanded of them that they should amount to something worthwhile
it was not enough for them to be good
they must be good for something students were influenced
by his great humility his understanding and sympathetic

nature and they responded with positive action in their
daily living
the church has recognized the value of the educational
foundation he laid and have built upon it the brigham young
university has continued to grow through the years and
through the seminary system religious education has been

offered to most of the young people of the church the
institutes which are associated with other universities and
colleges in the intermountain country are reaching many
students of college age
Mae
maesers
dr maeyers
sers legacy to the church school system con-

sisted of the acquirement of knowledge in academic studies
the development of character with all of its corresponding
virtues a reverence for the revealed word of god and gaining of a living testimony of the divinity of the latter day
work as the

essential elements in the education of the youth

of the church
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